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ABSTRACT 

We report here the first experiments in a long -range program for investigating the 
effectiveness of image - retrieval or image- enhancement procedures. We employed a 
signal- detection mode of observer response, and our stimuli were computer - 
generated, pointed, abstract forms that we call quadrigons. Four values of signal - 
to -noise ratio were provided by varying the amount of roundedness of the interior 
and exterior angles of these forms. Linear blur, grain magnification, and figure - 
surround contrast ratio were the other independent variables in our factorial 
design. 

For each quadrigon, observers gave scaled expressions of confidence that the 
photographed object was originally pointed (the "signal present" condition). 
Scores from 12 observers, who were each exposed twice to a set of 500 quadri- 
gons, yielded receiver operating characteristics (ROC functions) that are sensitive, 
quantitative indicators of the discriminabilities of the stimuli. By this method, 
also, an observer's criterion state (his degree of willingness to guess that a signal 
was present) was evaluated and removed as a contaminating factor. 

Signal -to -noise ratio had a strong and systematic effect upon signal detection 
accuracy when the effects of all other variables were combined. Linear blur, grain 
size, and contrast ratio each affected observer performance greatly. All two -way, 
three -way, and four -way interactions among the independent variables were highly 
significant; each source of image degradation had differential effects upon every 
other variable, and combinations of the variables had additional effects. 

The results are complex, but they provide useful implications for image process- 
ing that is designed to enhance information retrieval. We can, for instance, define 
the effects upon signal detectability when linear blur is reduced by specified 
amounts, or grain size is reduced, or contrast conditions are improved. We can, 
moreover, specify certain optimum combinations of values for these variables. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Photographic and electronic images, and reproductions of such images, today con- 
stitute an increasingly large fraction of the information flow within human soci- 
ety. So critical have images become for education, ecological investigations, and 
medical or other research, for applications in industry and in defense programs, 
for space exploration, and even for entertainment, that a great deal of effort and 
money is being devoted to their study. Professor Harry Snyder (1971) notes, for 
instance, that in the past 20 years "over 300 laboratory and analytical studies 
have been performed to assess the relationship between variation in line -scan dis- 
play image parameters and observer performance." One can make similar state- 
ments concerning many other problem areas having to do with images (Leibowitz, 
1969). 

Our own investigation centers on the psychophysical effects of image - 
enhancement or image -retrieval programs and processes. We ask whether, and to 
what extent, such procedures improve the information -gathering performance of 
observers. We have found, as have other investigators (e.g., Lusted, 1971), that the 
theory of signal detection (TSD) provides a useful means of approaching this 
problem. Modulation- transfer -function area measures (Snyder, 1971) and 
subjective- quality- factor indices (Granger and Mickelson, 1970; Scott, 1968) have 
been shown to be promising with respect to the image quality problem, but these 
approaches, we feel, should be supplemented by investigations that take specific 
advantage of TSD as a psychophysical research tool (Green and Swets, 1966). Our 
first experiment, therefore, was a parametric, factorial, signal- detection study. It 
provided a basis for making predictions about image -enhancement procedures. In 
it we modeled the effects of certain image- improvement techniques and, at the 
same time, tested our application of TSD. 

Because signal -to -noise ratio is known to be important in extracting information 
from images (Hollanda et al., 1970), we chose to examine four levels of this ratio, 
as exemplified by progressive rounding of the vertices of angular nonsense forms. 
Also because of their known importance for image quality, we chose to co -vary 
linear blur, grain size, and contrast between figure and surround. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

A variety of considerations led us to believe that the images employed in our first 
experiment should conform to the following conditions: 

1. The stimulus should not be periodic. Checkerboards, three -bar targets, and 
similar configurations are inappropriate. Some enhancement methods do not 
handle periodicity well, and, furthermore, periodicity leads to error of 
measurement stemming from effects of memory, familiarity, or expectation. 

2. The stimulus should not show a directional bias. Strongly vertical or 
strongly horizontal elements, for instance, should not predominate. Again, 
this is because of problems that can occur during enhancement or retrieval 
processes; line scanning, for instance, can interact with stimulus direction- 
ality 

3. The stimulus should be an analog of object- images that might exist in aerial 
photographs or in other natural situations. It should be possible to gen- 
eralize from the stimulus to at least certain characteristics of natural images. 

4. The stimulus should permit signal- detection analysis of the data. This will 
clarify the effects of observer guessing behavior and will produce a sensitive, 
quantitative measure of discriminable differences among images that differ 
in experimental treatment. 

In response to these restrictions and conditions, we developed a special family 
of stimulus forms. No existing targets or stimuli exactly filled our needs although 
somewhat similar forms have been described by Arnoult (1957) and Attneave 
(1957), for example. We call our stimuli quadrigons. 

Quadrigons 

Straight edges, vertices, and curved edges are probably essential elements in the 
visual detection and recognition of objects. Distinctions between pointedness and 
roundedness, for instance, are undoubtedly necessary for accurate discriminations 
both within and between the alphabetic' and numeric sets of symbols. Similarly, 
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small targets viewed from the air are often recognized in terms of corners or lack 
of corners, curved parts versus pointed parts, or angularity versus roundedness. 
Where a vertex occurs, moveover, the spatial frequencies carried by an image can 
be measured. For these reasons, and in accord with the conditions specified 
above, our nonsense forms have the following characteristics: 

1. They have no directional bias. 
2. They have no periodicity. 
3. They are in some ways similar to many real objects such as aircraft 

viewed from the air or from the ground, human figures viewed at a dis- 
tance, certain of the alphabetic and numeric characters, and groups of 
buildings at highway intersections as viewed from high altitudes. 

4. They are, however, totally unfamiliar; the past experience of an observer 
cannot contaminate detection and recognition responses to them. 

5. They form a completely defined universe of almost 14,000 members, 
from which unique samples may be drawn for separate experiments. 

6. They are generated by simple rules that have been programmed for a 
computer. An xy plotter can produce sets of quadrigon outlines rapidly 
and accurately. These can be filled in for subsequent photoprocessing. 

7. The four external and four internal angles of a quadrigon permit measure- 
ment of visual acuity. As the lines of an angle approach the vertex, the 
defined figure embodies an increasing spatial frequency that, in turn, re- 
lates directly to the concept of visual acuity. 

8. Quadrigons may be varied in roundedness (sharpness of points at vertices) 
independently of any rounding that occurs as a result of image- degrading 
procedures. Graded roundedness is the analog of varying degrees of sharp- 
ness of angles in natural objects; this parameter is, of course, important in 
object discrimination. Roundedness is also a means of manipulating signal - 
to -noise characteristics directly. 

9. Quadrigons are easy to process for figure -surround contrast ratios. A 
black figure on a white ground, or a white -on -black configuration, or any 
combination of grays may be obtained by photographic means. 

10. Quadrigons, once generated, can be processed for grain size, linear or 
other sorts of blur, color, etc., under complete laboratory control. 

11. Quadrigons need not involve outlines. With a few important exceptions 
images based on real objects do not contain lines. 

Rules for generating quadrigons and a detailed description of the process are 
given in Appendix A. Figure 1 depicts a selection of quadrigons at reduced scale. 

Contrast Ratios of the Stimuli 

Quadrigon image reflectances for figure and surround, respectively, in percentage 
form were 5:95, 25:75, 40:60, 75:25, and 95:5. These reflectances produced 
black forms on white surrounds, dark gray on light gray, medium gray (darker) on 
medium gray (lighter), light gray on dark gray, and white on black (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. la. Quadrigon examples showing roundedness and contrast but not linear blur or 
grain magnification. 
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Fig. Ib. Quadrigon examples for minimum and maximum roundedness, three contrast 
conditions, three levels of linear blur, and three levels of grain magnification. This fig- 
ure continues on pages 6 through 10. 
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Fig. 1 b. Continued. 
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It is certain that contrast effects are an important source of variation in form 
detection and recognition. Our stimuli permitted us to determine for the present 
experiment the magnitude of such effects, including interactions with the other 
variables. 

Linear Blur and Grain Magnification 

Linear blur and grain "noise" were also parameters of major interest. In our 
experiment each of these sources of image degradation had five values, yielding a 
25 -cell matrix of stimuli. Within each cell of the matrix there were 20 quadrigons, 
all having the same blur and grain levels, but differing systematically in contrast 
and roundedness. Within each of five contrast conditions, per cell, there were four 
quadrigons that differed in roundedness. The design was completely factorial and 
required a set of 500 separate stimuli. Figure 2 displays the blur parameter in 
magnified form, and Fig. 3 shows enlarged details of the grain variable. Exact 
specifications for each condition of each variable are given in Appendix A. 

Observer Response Mode 

We can define as "noise alone" a quadrigon constructed with the maximum possi- 
ble roundedness. This would be a circular form. Successively less rounding would 
produce quadrigons in which "signal energy" increased, with the maximum signal - 
to -noise ratio occurring in a perfectly pointed quadrigon. This ideal condition can- 
not exist, of course, but may be closely approached. 

Before the experimental trials began, we showed the observers a single, well - 
defined, pointed quadrigon and a similar, slightly rounded example. Observers 
were told that they would be shown photographs of many such objects and that 
their job was to decide whether the photographed object had, in fact, been 
pointed. They were to rate their confidence in each decision by means of a 
10 -point scale ranging from "certain that it was pointed" to "certain that it was 
not pointed; it was rounded." It was emphasized that they were not being asked 
to determine whether the stimulus image was pointed, but whether the image was 
a picture of a pointed object. This distinction, together with the TSD methodol- 
ogy, permitted us to analyze the data in terms of ROC functions, with the bene- 
ficial results discussed above. The responses were recorded on IBM scoring sheets, 
and the entire analysis was carried out on a computer. Instructions to observers 
and the certainty -of- response scale are displayed in Appendix B. The computer 
program is reproduced in Appendix F. 

Number of Observers 

Since we did not know the level of response variability to be expected in the 
data, it was impossible to predict the number of observers that would be suffi- 
cient to provide clear indications of real differences that might result from the 
experimental conditions. 
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Fig. 2. Quadrigon examples; three levels of linear blur at maximum contrast and 
minimum grain magnification; note scan lines that resulted from the blurring process. 
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Fig. 3. Three levels of quadrigon grain magnification; these illustrations have each been 
enlarged by an additional factor of 6X; note that scan lines disappear at "8X" magnifi- 
cation. 
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If any major effects or interactions were going to be found, however, it seemed 
likely that these would appear in the responses of 25 observers. Effects so mar- 
ginal that they could be found only with a larger group than this probably would 
not be of much interest for practical applications although they might be valu- 
able for theoretical reasons. 

Response variability, in fact, turned out to be so small that we finally em- 
ployed only 12 observers. Analysis has shown us, subsequently, that responses 
stabilized well with as few as six observers. 

Line Scanning of the Stimuli 

All quadrigons were line scanned during the process employed to introduce the 
linear blur variable. The scan frequency was a constant 35 lines per inch in the 
finished stimulus images, but the basic line structure was modified by linear blur 
and by grain magnification. 

The existence of scan lines means that even our "best" quadrigon was not 
equivalent in quality to an excellent, fine -grain, unscanned photograph. It should 
be noted, however, that degrading of scan lines might actually improve observer 
performance by eliminating irrelevant detail. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

AND PROCEDURES 

The 500 quadrigons of the experiment provided one example of each possible 
combination of the following conditions: 

1. Rounding factor of quadrigon outline at original scale (see Appendix A): 
0, 1/4 in., 1/2 in., 34 in. 

2. Linear blur in mm (at 45° upward to the right, as viewed by the observers): 
On processed film - 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 
On final stimulus - 0, 3, 5, 7, 9. 

3. Grain magnification multiplier, relative to the finest practical grain (see 
Appendix A): 0, 4, 8, 12, 16. 

4. Contrast ratio of quadrigon and surround (percent reflectance): 
5:95, 25:75, 40:60, 75:25, 95:5. 

The entire experiment was performed twice with each of 12 observers, yielding 
12,000 responses in our basic data set. Because a pilot study (see p. 29) had indi- 
cated that the shapes of the quadrigons, as such, would probably contribute a 
relatively small proportion of the total response variance, we did not multiply 
stimulus forms within the cells of the factorial design. When such a study is 
carried out, the direct effects of quadrigon shape can be fully assessed, but we 
believe this to be less urgent than the examination of other, potentially more 
powerful, variables. 

Possible sex differences were eliminated by employing male observers only al- 
though our pilot study gave no indication that this source of variance would be 
large. We feel, again, that although this problem deserves study, it does not have 
high priority. 

The 12 observers had an average age of 26 years and were local graduate stu- 
dents or technicians. They were paid $1.65 per hour for experimental sessions of 
1 hour each, spread over two or more weeks, with no more than one session per 
day. Four observers had corrected vision and, with one exception (20/25), all 
observers gave 20/20 responses, or better, to a Snellen chart viewed at 20 ft. Near 
vision was not evaluated, but no observer reported difficulty seeing our stimuli 
clearly. 
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The quadrigons were exposed under C illuminant (Macbeth daylight lamp) with 
45° viewing geometry, at a viewing distance of approximately 18 in. The visual 
subtense of the quadrigons in these conditions varied from about 2 °30' (short 
over -all dimension of the form) to about 4 °30' (long over -all dimension). Observ- 
ers were, however, permitted free head and body movement during inspection of 
the stimuli, so the retinal size of the forms was not controlled. Observers some- 
times leaned forward to look at a particular quadrigon, but, in general, tended to 
maintain the 18 -in. viewing distance. We considered this aspect of the experiment 
to be representative of many practical image- viewing situations; the uncontrolled 
distance was intentional. In later experiments involving a tachistoscope, retinal 
subtense will be completely defined. 

The general lighting of the experimental room was dim (about 4 cd /m2 re- 
flected from simulated -walnut table tops), and observers adapted to the prevailing 
light conditions while they were being given their instructions. Because of this 
adaptation, the absolute reflectances of the various quadrigons and surrounds, 
although constant, were not of vital importance. Typical readings, however, were 
5 cd /m2 for the darkest areas, 19 cd /m2 for the lightest areas, and about 13 

cd /m2 for areas of 40% to 60% reflectance, according to a Honeywell 1° light 
meter. The Macbeth lamp with a 100 -W bulb provides comfortable, but not ex- 
cessive, illumination for observers adapted to generally dim lighting. 

Instructions to observers were given by tape recorder (see Appendix B) and 
emphasized the binary nature of the required decision, while describing the cer- 
t ain t y scale of actual response options. Cardboard sample quadrigons, one 
pointed, the other slightly rounded, black on one side and white on the other, 
about four times the size of the actual, experimental stimulus forms, were shown 
during the instructions. These samples constituted the only pretraining received by 
the observers and did not provide prior cues concerning the ranges of variation of 
any of the independent variables. 

Observers were asked to decide whether the original objects, now represented 
by photographic images, had been pointed or not. The apparent roundedness of a 
present stimulus -image form was not to be considered. This, we felt, would be 
strictly analogous to examining photographs in order to extract information con- 
cerning real objects. 

Observer certainty about the accuracy of this binary decision, defined by a 
10 -point scale (see Appendix B), was the only overt response required. Stimuli 
were placed, one at a time, on the stand of the Macbeth lamp and were removed 
as soon as the observer responded. There was no time limit -for responding. All 
responses (the numbers 0 through 9) were given orally by the observers and were 
immediately recorded on IBM score sheets. Each series of 500 stimuli was individ- 
ually randomized; that is, there were 24 different random sequences for the entire 
experiment. 

Response latency tended to stabilize at about 15 sec per quadrigon, with early 
stimuli often requiring a minute, sometimes several minutes, of decision time. Six 
to eight one -hour sessions, per observer, were sufficient for the 1000 stimulus 
presentations. 
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Observers were given no information concerning the accuracy of their re- 
sponses. This variable has been investigated separately and will be the subject of a 
later report; feedback of accuracy information does have important effects in our 
experimental situation. For the present study, however, we decided to remain as 
close as possible to "real" situations of the kind in which the observer never does 
find out anything about a set of objects except such information as he can 
extract from photographs. 
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METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

Objectives 

Our goal in this experiment was to measure changes in signal- detection accuracy 
when specified image- degrading characteristics were varied. For instance, if 4 -mm 
linear blur could be reduced to 2 -mm blur, would this increase form discrimin- 
ability in the deblurred images and, if so, by how much? Or if grain size were 
increased by a given factor, would this enhance or reduce observer accuracy? 
Would a given effect of grain size be constant for all amounts of blur, or would 
there be, perhaps, some optimum combination of these variables in terms of form 
discrimination? Would figure -surround contrast ratios interact with the grain and 
blur conditions? Would contrast ratios differ in their effects if the figure or if the 
surround were the darker part of the image? The factorial design of our experi- 
ment has made it possible for us to answer questions of the foregoing kind. We 

have also found that the signal- detection method provides a sensitive analytic tool, 
and we feel that, for our purposes, it is superior to conventional rating or scaling 
techniques. 

Statistical Model 

In keeping with our intent to remain close to real life in our experimental condi- 
tions, we adopted a single -stimulus presentation procedure in which the observer 
was shown stimuli one at a time and was asked to judge whether each was 
pointed or nonpointed. Such single- stimulus, yes -no judgment procedures are 
known to be vulnerable to the confounding influence of response bias. An ob- 
server may, for example, achieve a high level of accuracy concerning judgments of 
pointed figures, but at the same time he may have little ability to distinguish 
pointed from nonpointed figures. This will be revealed by his strong tendency to 
judge nonpointed figures as being pointed. For such an observer we will find a 

high level of correct responses to truly pointed objects, a high hit rate, but also a 

large number of incorrect judgments of nonpointed figures, a high false -alarm rate. 
Methods of analysis derived from the theory of signal detectability are helpful 

in such situations. They offer a means of distinguishing between an observer's 
response bias (his decision criterion) and his true sensitivity, his ability to 
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discriminate between signal and nonsignal stimuli. Our experiment was designed to 
accommodate a signal- detection analysis because we wanted to examine the 
effects of treatments upon observer sensitivity. We did not want observer response 
bias to influence our data. Some of the questions we wished to answer cannot, 
however, be treated adequately by existing signal- detection methods. Multiple - 
comparison procedures based on signal- detection parameters do not permit analy- 
sis of multilevel main effects and higher -order interactions among the experi- 
mental variables. We therefore extended the current analytic methods of signal - 
detection theory in several ways, and our techniques are not wholly traditional. 

The standard signal- detection model distinguishes between two stimulus condi- 
tions, two populations of stimulus values: noise and signal plus noise; but noise 
was represented in our experiment by a heterogeneous population of quadrigon 
stimuli that were partitioned into three quantitatively different sets. These three 
noise conditions were defined by the extent of physical rounding applied to an 
originally pointed form. With pointed quadrigons included, we had four classes of 
stimuli ordered along a roundedness (or pointedness) continuum. 

In accordance with the signal- detection model, we assumed that each quadrigon 
would arouse some level of perceived pointedness in each observer. The perceived 
pointedness might vary from observer to observer and from observation to obser- 
vation for a single observer, depending on fluctuations in the state of the observ- 
er's perceptual system. In addition, some variability might be introduced by inade- 
quate control of the physical stimuli, but whatever the roundedness of a quadri- 
gon, it would give rise to a set of perceived pointedness values, some of which 
would be more probable for one stimulus than for others. 

According to this model, the observer's task would be complex. Initially, pre- 
sentation of a quadrigon would give rise to some specific value of perceived 
pointedness. The observer would then have to assess the probability that the 
obtained value was generated by a pointed stimulus and the corresponding proba- 
bility that the value was produced by a rounded stimulus. The observer's response 
would then depend on the ratio of these probabilities (the likelihood ratio) and 
on the observer's criterion for making a pointed judgment. If the perceived 
pointedness value had a higher probability of having come from the pointed distri- 
bution than that indicated by the observer's criterion (dashed line in Fig. 4a), 
then the observer would respond "pointed "; if the probability was below the 
observer's criterion, then he would respond "not pointed." 

Our model is defined in Fig. 4. Hypothetical probability densities for an opti- 
mal observation condition are shown in Fig. 4a. This represents an easy detection 
task; the slight overlaps in the distributions indicate that an observer would 
almost always respond correctly. In a small number of cases there would be some 
ambiguity for the observer; a few values (shaded area) on the perceived pointed- 
ness scale have some probability of coming from either the pointed or the nearest 
rounded -quadrigon set. Ideally the observer would select a criterion value (dashed 
line) in this region, and if a perceived pointedness value were to fall below this 
criterion, he would respond, "not pointed." 

One effect of introducing less than optimal observation conditions (Fig. 4b) is 
to increase the overlap in the probability densities. Notice that the increase in the 
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Fig. 4. Extended theory of signal detection model re- 
flecting signal and noise relationships for optimal and 
less than optimal observation conditions. 

(a) 

(b) 

shaded area greatly increases ambiguity for the observer. Some values of perceived 
pointedness are now shared between the pointed and 34-rounded stimuli. As a 

result, no matter where the observer might choose to place his decision criterion, 
he would have to accept a relatively large number of errors, in terms of either an 
increased false -alarm rate or a decreased hit rate. 

Neither the hit rate nor the false -alarm rate, alone, determines an observer's 
ability to distinguish reliably between pointed and rounded stimuli. The relation- 
ship between these two measures must be inspected; only then does a clear pic- 
ture of the observer's performance emerge. In signal- detection methodology this 
relationship is depicted by a "receiver operating characteristic" (ROC). 

The Receiver Operating Characteristic 

The ROC function is a graphic representation of the relationship between the hit 
rate (HR) and the false -alarm rate (FAR), as a function of the observer's decision 
criterion. In a detection situation such as that presented in Fig. 4b, an observer 
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might choose to say "pointed" only when the perceived pointedness value was 
higher than the highest value ever arising from the 1/4- rounded quadrigon distribu- 
tion. This would be a strict criterion that would produce a low FAR and a less 
than maximum HR. Alternatively, an observer might choose to say "pointed" to 
any stimulus that had a perceived pointedness value associated with even the 
lowest probability that the stimulus was from the pointed distribution, a lax cri- 
terion. In the latter case the result would be an increase in the HR and a related 
increase in the FAR. In either case, given the arrangement of probability densities 
depicted in Fig. 4b, the difference between HR and FAR would remain relatively 
constant, regardless of the selected criterion level. An ROC function depicts the 
difference between HR and FAR across a number of criterion levels; it provides 
an estimate of the distance between the hypothetical noise distribution (stimuli of 
a specified roundedness) and the hypothetical signal- plus -noise distribution 
(pointed stimuli). 

In order to construct the ROC, HRs and FARs for a number of decision crite- 
rion levels are required. These data may be obtained in at least two ways: differ- 
ent observers may be presented with the detection task under different gain and 
cost relationships for correct and incorrect judgments, or the individual observer 
may report his criterion level in the form of a confidence rating for each judg- 
ment (Egan, 1958). The latter method was adopted for our experiment. Each 
observer, although he never said "pointed" or "not pointed," reported his confi- 
dence in such a judgment by means of a 10 -point scale that ranged from 9 
(absolutely certain it was pointed) through 0 (absolutely certain it was not 
pointed). A judgment of absolute certainty of pointedness implied that the 
observer would have accepted the given stimulus as pointed even under his strict- 
est decision criterion. A lower level of confidence implied that the stimulus would 
have been accepted as pointed at a more lax criterion level. At the "absolutely 
certain, pointed" confidence level the observer might have had a relatively low 
FAR and a correspondingly low HR; at a lower level of confidence the more lax 
criterion could produce higher HRs and FARs. 

Estimation of the ROC from an observer's confidence ratings is illustrated in 
detail by the computer program in Appendix F; in general, for each quadrigon 
that represents a cell of the blur -by- grain -by- contrast -by- rounding factorial design, 
a frequency distribution of the responses of all observers was constructed. In the 
first half of the main experiment, for example, a distribution was made of the 
number of observers responding at each of the ten levels of the confidence scale, 
with respect to the pointed quadrigon representing zero blur, zero grain magnifica- 
tion, and 95:5 contrast. Since each observer responded only once to each quadri- 
gon in the first half of the experiment, 12 responses were distributed over the 10 
confidence categories. 

The category frequencies were then cumulated from the "absolutely certain, 
pointed" level to the "absolutely certain, not pointed" category and were trans- 
formed into cumulative probabilities. A table of these cumulative probabilities 
over the levels of confidence (decision criterion points) permitted us to estimate 
the HR for this optimum observation condition. Similarly, cumulative probability 
tables were constructed for each of the rounded quadrigons, yielding estimates of 
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the FARs for 1/4 -, 1/2 -, and 3%- rounded quadrigons under the optimum observation 
condition (Table I). 

Table L Cumulative probabilities (hypothetical data). 

Hit rate False -alarm rate 

Confidence 
level 

Pointed 
f cf cp 

'mounded 
f cf cp 

1/2-rounded 
f cf cp 

'- rounded 
f cf cp 

1 (0) 12 1.00 (2) 12 1.00 (3) 12 1.00 (2) 12 1.00 
2 (0) 12 1.00 (1) 10 .83 (1) 9 .75 (2) 10 .83 
3 (0) 12 1.00 (2) 9 .75 (2) 8 .66 (3) 8 .66 
4 (1) 12 1.00 (0) 7 .58 (0) 6 .50 (2) 5 .41 
5 (3) 11 .92 (2) 7 .58 (2) 6 .50 (1) 3 .25 
6 (2) 8 .16 (0) 5 .41 (1) 4 .33 (1) 2 .16 
7 (1) 6 .50 (1) 5 .41 (1) 3 .25 (1) 1 .09 
8 (1) 5 .41 (2) 4 .33 (2) 2 .16 (0) 0 .00 
9 (2) 4 .33 (1) 2 .16 (0) 0 .00 (0) 0 .00 

10 (2) 2 .16 (1) 1 .09 (0) 0 .00 (0) 0 .00 

f = frequency; cf = cumulative frequency; cp = cumulative probability 

ROC functions can be constructed from the estimated HRs and FARs, one 
function for each of the rounding factors: 1/4, 1/2, 3/4. An illustrative set of such 
ROCs is presented in Fig. 5; these functions are based on hypothetical sets of 
cumulative probabilities. 

The ROC is a bivariate function with HR 
on the vertical axis and FAR on the hori- 1 0 

oo j 
zontal axis. The positive diagonal, or chance 
line, is the expected relationship between 
HR and FAR when the observer is unable to 
distinguish a pointed from a rounded quadri- 
gon. The farther an ROC falls from the = ° °_5 

chance line, the greater is the discrimination 
between pointed and rounded stimuli. The 
ROCs in Fig. 5 indicate that the (hypotheti- 
cal) observers were least able to differentiate 
pointed and 1/4- rounded stimuli, made better ó 0.5 

PIRATING¡ /ROUNDED} distinctions between pointed and 1/2- rounded FAR 

quadrigons, and did best with pointed versus Fig. 5. ROCs constructed from HR 
3 /4- rounded figures. The distance between an 

1.0 

Y and FAR frequencies of Table I. 

two ROCs is an index of the degree to 
which observers responded differentially to the two specified types of stimuli. 

The distance from the ROC to the positive diagonal is an index of the observ- 
er's ability to distinguish between pointed and rounded stimuli. Since the ROC 
function specifically takes the observer's response biases into account, this dis- 
tance measure is not confounded with the decision component of the observer's 
performance. This characteristic of the ROC function has been represented by 
several distance metrics; these will be discussed below. 
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Measurement of Distance Parameters 

The distance parameters in most frequent use, d' and ds, often are measured di- 
rectly from the plotted ROC functions. Before these measurements are taken, the 
ROC function (Fig. 5) must be normalized by transforming the HR and FAR 
cumulative probabilities to normal deviates (z scores). The resulting ROC, plotted 
in normal -normal coordinates, is then fitted (often visually) with a straight line. 
Examples of normalized ROC functions are 

5 

d' 
presented in Fig. 6. These functions (A, B, 

3 2 0 

C) differ in their average distances from the 2.0 gyp ó 0.977 

positive diagonal and in their angles of inci- 
dence to that diagonal. The slope of the 1.0 0.841 

z 

ROC, relative to the chance line, is a func- m 

tion of the ratio of the standard deviations = 
o 0.500 

of the normalized HR and FAR values. The 
5 

importance of slope differences will be dis- -1.o 0.159 

cussed in more detail later, but note that the 
ROC is parallel to the positive diagonal only -2.0 0.029 

when the standard deviations of the HR and 
FAR distributions are identical, as in the -20 ' 0 fia 

, 0 20 

ROC labeled C in Fig. 6; the effects of in- 
equality of standard deviations are repre- Fig. 6. Normalized ROC functions 

sented by the ROCs labeled A and B. (A, B, C) that differ in slope. 

The distance parameters, d' and ds, can be measured from the normalized ROC 
functions as indicated in Fig. 6. These parameters are expressed in normal deviate 
units, and the influence of the slope parameter on these two measures of sensitiv- 
ity is apparent in the figure. When the ROC is parallel to the positive diagonal, d' 
is equal to ds, but when the ROC is not parallel to the chance line, the two 
measures may give quite different estimates of the distance parameter. This differ- 
ence in sensitivity estimates is often a problem in TSD analyses. Each measure has 
had its proponents and their arguments will be discussed below, but before com- 
paring the possible distance measures, we now present a method for computing 
them from the HR and FAR tables. 

Computation of Distance Parameters 

Our computations of the values of the distance parameters generally follow an 
unpublished laboratory note prepared by Grice (1968). His formulas have been 
modified to fit the conditions of the present experiment. 

The procedure for carrying the TSD analysis to the point of normalized ROC 
functions was described above. The next step in the computation of the TSD 
distance parameters is to place the normalized HR and FAR values in tabular 
form: the cumulative probability values presented in Table I are transformed to 
normal deviates (z scores) and take the form shown in Table II. Means and 
standard deviations for the HR and for each of the FAR z -score distributions are 
then found. It was necessary to provide the normalization program with a 
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weighting factor to be used when the cumulative probability in either the HR or 
FAR was equal to 1.0 or 0. The factor chosen was 0.0062 because it yielded a z 
value ( ±2.50217) that was congruent with the other values in the set. 

Table II. Computation table for signal- detection parameter estimates. 

Confidence 
level HR FAR Difference (di) 

1 zHR1 zFAR1 zHR1 - zFARI = d1 '---- 0 
2 zHR 2 zFAR2 zHR 2 - zFA R 2 - d2 
3 zHR 3 zFAR3 zHR 3- zFAR 3= d3 
4 zHR 4 

z F A R 4 

zHR 4- zFAR 4= d4 
5 zHR S zFARS zHR S - zFAR S= d5 
6 zHR 6 zFAR6 zHR 6- zFAR 6= d6 
7 zHR 7 zFAR7 zHR 7 z FAR 7= d7 
8 zHR 8 zFA R8 zHR 8- zFA R 8 = d8 
9 zHR 9 zFAR9 zHR 9 - zFAR 9= d9 

10 zHR 10 zFAR10 zHR 10 - zFAR 10= d10 

MzHR 

10 

zHRiINc - 1 

i=2 

10 

10 

MzFAR - zFARiINC - 1 

i=2 

azHR - [ (zHR i - MzHR )2 /Nc - 2 ] 1/2 

i=2 

zFAR 

l0 

i=2 
(zFARi - MZFAR)2/Nc - 2]1/2 

[Nc = Number of confidence levels, assumed equal] 
to the number of decision criteria 

The appropriate ROC function relating the HR (pointed stimulus) and any one of 
the associated FARs (for the 1/4- rounded stimulus, for instance) is the best -fitting 
mutual regression line. This line can be generated by the formula 

zHR = (QZHR l6zFAR ) + MzHR - (azHR /QZFAR )MzFAR ' 

The value of d' can be found by means of the regression formula given above 
and is 
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d' - MzHR - (QZHR I6ZFAR )MZFAR ' 

Similarly ds, typically measured as the distance of the ROC from the positive 
diagonal at its intercept with the negative diagonal, may be found by means of 
the expression 

ds = 2d111 + (QzHR lazFAR A 

Another distance parameter was suggested by Grice in the laboratory note 
referred to above. This third measure, dm, is simply the distance between the 
means of the HR and FAR z values. Thus 

dm= MZHR - MZFAR ' 

These computation techniques have a number of advantages, as compared with 
the measurement methods discussed earlier. A major gain, for instance, is that a 
high -speed computer can be programmed to find values for each of the 
parameters. 

The computation formulas clarify the effect of differences in the standard 
deviations of the HR and FAR distributions. It is apparent that, when these two 
values are equal, the ratio of the standard deviations will be unity, and all three 
distance parameters will be equal. In the event that this ratio differs from unity, a 
problem can occur: the three parameters may each give a different value for the 
distance of the ROC from the chance line. Since this is the case more often than 
not, it is important to be able to select the parameter that best reflects the true 
sensitivity of the observer. 

Comparison of Distance Parameters 

In the past few years arguments have been presented for the selection of one or 
another index of sensitivity when the ROC function has a slope other than unity. 
Green and Swets (1966), for example, suggest the use of ds in such cases because 
this measure is less influenced by differences in slope than is d'. They point out 
that slope differences seem to account for much of the error variability in the 
ROC function. Examples of such variability occur in day -to -day changes in the 
ROCs for an observer exposed to repetitions of constant stimulus conditions. 
Differences from observer to observer, under identical conditions, also seem to 
occur more often in the slope of the ROC than in its general distance 
characteristics. 

The formulas presented above show that dm is probably the distance parameter 
least influenced by slope effects and is, therefore, the best sensitivity measure 
when the ROC slope deviates from unity. In addition, regardless of the slope of 
the ROC, dm is the easiest of the distance parameters to compute. Furthermore, 
since dm is the average distance between all obtained points on the ROC and the 
positive diagonal, it should reflect the actual observations better than either of the 
other measures; d' and ds are each measured or computed at unique points along 
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the ROC function, and the respective points are selected somewhat arbitrarily. 
Also, since d' and ds are measured from the fitted ROC rather than from ob- 
tained values, they may include fitting errors of considerable magnitudes. Because 
dm is the average of obtained distances between HR and FAR values, it has some 
additional advantages: it may be viewed as a mean of obtained distances along the 
ROC and therefore has properties with important implications for statistical analy- 
ses; it has, for instance, a known sampling distribution, so its error of measure- 
ment can be determined. 

Sampling Distribution of dm 

A limitation of existing TSD analyses has been the difficulty of establishing tradi- 
tional measures of statistical reliability for signal- detection parameters. Frequently 
TSD analyses conclude with the presentation of ROC functions and tabulations of 
d' or ds. While this level of analysis has been adequate in many situations, there 
are some occasions when assessment of the reliability of an obtained value, or of 
differences between values, would be desirable. Analysis that went beyond visual 
inspection of ROC functions was necessary in our experiment. 

In response to this need, we developed an analytic, statistical technique that we 
could apply to our signal- detection results. The basis of this technique is the 
signal -detection sensitivity statistic dm, defined as the distance between the means 
of the HR and FAR z -score values. The equation for the computation of dm was 
presented above, and the computation procedure is given in Table II, which shows 
the HR and FAR z values for each level of the confidence scale. These values 
were obtained by transforming the cumulative probability values of Table I and 
represent obtained points to which the normalized ROC is fitted. Computations 
for MzHR and MzFAR are indicated in Table II; with these values available, we 
find dm by subtraction. Formulas for the computation of the standard deviations 
°HR and aFA R , are also given in Table II. 

The column headed di, in Table II, contains the algebraic differences between 
HR and FAR z scores at each level of confidence. Since the z scores are trans- 
forms of the cumulative probability values, the HR and FAR z scores are equal at 
confidence level 1; this represents the lowest level of acceptance of a stimulus as 
pointed. At this level, the value of di is necessarily zero. The importance of the d1 

column is that it can be used in an alternative computation of dm: 
10 

dm = MzHR - MzFAR = (di)l9. 
i=2 

More generally, 

Nc 

dm = (di)lNc - 1, 
i =2 

where Nc is the number of levels of confidence or decision -criterion values. 
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A measure of dispersion for the di values, their standard deviation, is 

N 

sdi = [ (di - dm)2 /(Nc - 1) - 111/2 

i=2 

The dm statistic is an estimate of an unknown population distance parameter, 
dp, and has a sampling distribution, as does any other mean. The standard error of 
dm is estimated by 

sdm = sdi/Nc - 1. 

This method of signal- detection analysis yields di values that may be treated as 
observations and subjected to conventional statistical tests. In our experiment,the 
di values were examined in a multifactor analysis of variance. 

Analysis of Variance of di 

Our experimental design was a fully crossed factorial arrangement of five factors. 
Blur, grain, and contrast factors were each represented by five levels. The round- 
ing factor had three levels, with the zero -rounding level absorbed in the computa- 
tion of the di values. The final factor was response confidence, represented by the 
nine levels used in computing dm. In each cell of this 5- by- 5- by- 5- by- 3 -by -9 
design, there was a di value based upon the distribution of rating responses. 

The response -confidence factor provided the source of error estimates in the 
analysis. The interaction between a treatment or treatment combination and the 
confidence factor was the source of the appropriate error mean square for the 
treatment or combination. Thus the F -ratio for the main effect of blur was found 
by dividing the mean square for blur by the mean square for blur -by- confidence. 
Main effects and interactions were represented graphically by plotting the appro- 
priate dm values (average di) over the levels of the factor or combination of 
factors. 

The dm value indicated the effect of treatments upon the observer's ability to 
distinguish between the pointed and rounded stimuli. The larger the dm value, the 
greater the ability to discriminate, or the finer the observer's sensitivity. For 
example, one would expect that, in general, observers would be able to distinguish 
pointed from 3A- rounded quadrigons better than pointed from 1/4- rounded stimuli. 
This would be reflected by a larger dm value for the 3A- roundedness level than for 
1/4 roundedness. Similarly, one would expect that dm values would be smaller 
under conditions of greater than lesser blur, larger than smaller grain size, and 
lower than higher contrast. Our analytic technique made possible the evaluation 
of the statistical reliability of such differences; F- ratios and their levels of signifi- 
cance are displayed in Appendix C. It should be noted that the dm values are 
derived from the normalized HR and FAR (cumulative probability) values. As a 
result, the dm values should approximate a linear scale. 
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Cumulative Frequency Distributions 

For an initial view of our data we chose to 
tions of the observer responses. Figure 7 

interpreted. The certainty -of- response scale, 
ers as a roundedness measure, but was, as 
tainty concerning a binary decision. 

When a cumulative response- frequency function has a steep slope (see Results 
section), responses are similar for most observers; when the slope is gradual, 
responses are more varied. Accuracy of signal detection, it should be noted, can 
be read directly from certainty -of -response only when the roundedness of the 
stimulus is known. 

employ cumulative frequency distribu- 
shows how such distributions may be 
we believe, was rarely used by observ- 
we wanted it to be, an index of cer- 

Certainty scale: 
Not 
pointed Pointed 

100 100% 

0 9 

0% 0% 

0 9 

Nearly perfect 
certainty about 
pointed objects; 
implies accurate 
and easy dis- 
criminations. 

Nearly perfect 
certainty about 
rounded objects; 
implies accurate 
and easy dis- 
criminations. 

Little blur 

100° 

0% 

0 9 

100% 100% 

0% 0% 

0 9 

Certainty evenly 
distributed for 
either kind of 
object. Shows 
high variability 
in use of response 
scale. 

o 9 

0 9 

00% 

0% 

Great uncertainty 
in responses to 
either object; 
implies difficult 
discriminations 
and low accuracy. 

9 

100% 

0% 

100% 

0% 

0 9 

High certainty 
about either kind 
of object; im- 
plies accurate 
and easy dis- 
criminations. 

o 9 

Three values of one variable (one pointed object and two rounded ones) 
versus five values of a second variable (e.g., increasing blur); from left 
to right the diagrams imply decreasing discrimination between rounded 
and pointed objects and show increasing uncertainty concerning the 
discrimination. 

Fig. 7. Interpretation of cumulative response- frequency functions. 
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QUADRIGON FORM, ROUNDEDNESS 

AND CONTRAST RATIO; A PILOT STUDY 

Before describing the detailed results of the main, factorial experiment, we pre- 
sent a preliminary study that clarified several problems for us. In this pilot investi- 
gation we employed the quadrigons as they existed in the form of 81/2-in. by 
11 -in. glossy prints. Roundedness and contrast ratio varied in these prints, but line 
scanning, linear blur, and grain size variation were not involved (see Fig. la). 

We needed to know several things at this stage: (1) would the different forms 
be approximately equivalent under a single experimental condition; (2) would the 
rounding factors be sufficiently different to produce differences in response; (3) 
would the contrast ratios be sufficiently different to produce differences in re- 
sponse; and (4) would observers respond appropriately to the signal -detection 
mode of instruction? 

Procedure 

We chose 200 of the basic set of 500 quadrigons and exposed these to seven 
observers (four male, three female), each with 20/20 vision or better (cor- 
rected). Glare -free, 45° viewing conditions, under C illuminant, at a viewing 
distance of 26 feet 6 inches, produced a stimulus retinal subtense similar to 
that which was to occur in the main experiment. The luminance of the display 
was set at a level that produced fairly strong response uncertainty for 20/20 
vision. Several observers had vision superior to this, but the results were, never- 
theless, satisfactory. 

Each observer responded to all 200 stimuli, 10 different forms under each of 
20 conditions (four rounding factors times five contrast ratios). Signal- detection 
analysis was applied to the resulting 1,400 responses. Instructions were stan- 
dardized by tape recorder. Two cardboard stimulus forms were fabricated to 
show to the observers during the instruction period. The scale of certainty -of- 
response numbers was printed on a card, and the observer kept this in his hand 
during the entire experimental period. Experimental sessions took about two 
hours per observer, with rest periods. The observers were graduate student 
volunteers, and each viewed the 200 forms in a separate, random order. 
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Results 

Figure 8 contains the frequency -of- response data for this pilot study. Each block 
of this figure depicts the interaction of one rounding factor and one contrast level 
in terms of response frequency at each value on the certainty -of- response scale. 
Zero on the scale meant that the observer was absolutely certain that the photo- 
graphed object was not pointed; it was rounded. Nine on the scale meant that the 
observer was absolutely certain that the photographed object was pointed. Other 
scale numbers represented varying degrees of certainty concerning the binary 
decision, pointed versus not pointed. The scale was not, therefore, a measure of 
amount of rounding. 
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Fig. 8. Frequency -of -response distributions for the pilot study. 

Figure 8 indicates that the observers did, indeed, respond in the signal- detection 
mode. Had they responded in terms of degrees of roundedness of the imaged 
quadrigons, the frequency distributions would have been much different from 
those in Fig. 8. We were satisfied that our instructions had worked as we hoped 
they would. 
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Figure 8 also reflects substantial differences in response to the various levels of 
the two independent variables. Contrast ratios and rounding factors, as chosen, 
each produced strong effects in this study. We were, therefore, confident that the 
blur and grain variables of the main experiment would have a chance to be effec- 
tive in combination with rounding and contrast. The opportunity to obtain inter- 
action effects would also clearly exist. Not shown in Fig. 8, but obvious from the 
tabular data, is the fact that all quadrigons acted very much alike within each 
experimental condition. An analysis of variance performed on these data indicated 
that the effect of quadrigon shape alone, although statistically significant, was 
small in relation to the effects of rounding and contrast (Appendix C, Tables IV 
and V). This was a point of concern now resolved. 

Figure 9 shows the effects of 
rounding summed over all contrast Z 

350 100% 

ratios. These cumulative frequency- g'00 
of- response curves indicate that the 

ó 
most frequent response to a quadri- 
gon of zero rounding was nine and ;° 
that the most frequent response to a LL 

3 /a -in. rounded stimulus was zero. In- 2,00 
termediate roundings produced inter- 
mediate frequencies of response on 
the certainty -of -response scale. Be- 0 

cause these four functions differ 
systematically in form and are well 
spread over the coordinate space, we 
knew that the rounding variable had Fig. 9. Cumulative frequency of certainty 
behaved well for our purposes. Even responses; roundedness summed across con - 
with a preponderance of superior dis- tract ratios. 

tance vision in the observer group, 
enough ambiguity existed in the stimulus set to produce clear differentiation of 
response with respect to rounding. 

Contrast ratio alone also produced systematic differences within each rounding 
condition (see Fig. 8), but these effects are easier to depict in terms of the signal - 
detection form of the data to be discussed below. 

0 1 2 

Not pointed 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Pointed 

CERTAINTY SCALE 

Signal Detection Analysis 

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC functions) for each of the rounding fac- 
tors at the 40:60 contrast ratio are presented in Fig. 10. The distance of the ROC 
from the positive diagonal reflects the degree of the observer's sensitivity to dif- 
ferences between the "signal present" object (pointed) and the "non- signal" ob- 
ject (rounded). If observers had been unable to distinguish between pointed ob- 
jects and objects of a given roundedness, the ROC for that degree of roundedness 
would lie along the positive diagonal. 

In the present analysis a single "hit rate" was computed from the certainty 
responses for the pointed objects. Separate "false -alarm rates" were computed for 
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stimuli at each level of rounding, and these 
rates were plotted independently against the 
common "hit rate." The resulting ROCs 
clearly demonstrate the effects of the round- 
ing factor. 3A- rounded figures were more dis- 
criminable than %z- rounded figures, which, in 
turn, were more discriminable than the 'A- 

rounded figures. Signal- detection distance 
statistics d', ds, and dm substantiate the 
effects that are evident in the graphed 
ROCs. 

The complexity of the main experiment 
was to be so great that conventional, visual 
comparisons of graphed ROCs would prove 
inadequate, we believed, as a way of analyz- 
ing all the effects. Even recently developed, 
multiple- comparison procedures based on 
area analyses might not have provided a 

0 0.5 
FALSE ALARM RATE 

10 

Fig. 10. ROC functions at the 
40:60 contrast ratio for stimuli of 
1/4, 1/2, and ' rounding. At other 
contrast ratios the ROCs tended to 
crowd into the upper left corner. 

means of assessing the interaction effects that were expected in the main design. 
For this reason an analysis of variance based upon the signal- detection dm param- 
eter was developed. A test of the usefulness of this analysis was a major objective 
of the pilot study. The analysis revealed significant effects for the rounding factor 

and for contrast. All F- ratios and their sig- 
nificance levels are displayed in Tables IV 

2 - and V, Appendix C. 
Figure 11 presents values of the dm statis- 

4 _ tic for each contrast ratio, as functions of 
dm °ó' "' level of rounding. The ordinate has been re- 

6 versed; height on the y axis reflects the de- 
- \ ; 25;;5 gree of confusability between objects of a 

8 - \. 05.95 given roundedness and pointed objects under 
.95.05 the same contrast condition. Discrimination 

t0 between rounded and pointed objects was v4 vz '4 
best at high -contrast ratio (5:95 and 95:5), 
medium a t intermediate-contrast ratios 
(25:75 and 75:25), and poorest at the low - 
contrast ratio (40:60). 

Low Discrimination 

x 40.60 

High Discrimination 

ROUNDING FACTOR 

Fig. 11. Signal discrimination, dm, 
for stimuli of 1/4, 1 /z, and 3% rounding 
at each contrast ratio. 

Conclusions 

Our pilot study of the quadrigon set was encouraging. We appeared to have cho- 
sen appropriate levels of rounding and contrast. Observers were capable of follow- 
ing the signal- detection mode of instruction. The analytic computer program 
worked. The results of the signal detection analysis, in terms of conventional ROC 
functions and the newly developed dm analysis, were clear and informative. We 
could now, with confidence, add the linear blur and grain magnification variables 
to our design. 
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RESULTS OF THE MAIN EXPERIMENT 

Single - Variable Effects 

Quadrigon Roundedness - The four states of quadrigon roundedness, which we 
viewed as a possible analog of increasing noise or of decreasing signal energy, 
formed an effective independent variable. Figure 12 shows that roundedness, with 
all other variables confounded, systematically affected response frequencies over 
the entire certainty -of- response scale. Only linear blur had an equally strong ef- 
fect, and then over only a part of the scale. 

The fiftieth percentile scores on the certainty -of- response scale were 6.1 for 
zero rounding, 4.8 for 1/4 rounding, 3.0 for '/z rounding, and 2.1 for 3/4 rounding. 
When the certainty -of- response scale was divided at its midpoint, over 75% of all 
responses to pointed quadrigons fell in the "pointed" half of the scale and 55% of 
responses to '/4- rounded forms fell there, while more than 70% of responses to 
'/2- rounded forms, together with 80% of responses to 3/4- rounded forms, fell in the 
"rounded" end of the scale. 
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Fig. 12. Cumulative frequency of certainty -scale re- 
sponses; roundedness summed across contrast, grain, 
and blur. 
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Figure 13 gives average certainty -of- response ratings as a function of quadrigon 
roundedness. This graph not only shows the over -all effect of roundedness but 
indicates that the first and second sets of trials with the 500 stimuli produced 
virtually identical results. The signal- detection index, dm, shown in Fig. 14, con- 
firms these findings. 
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Fig. 13. Mean certainty rating as func- 
tion of quadrigon roundedness. 

First 500 responses per observer; 
second 500 responses per observer. 
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Fig. 14. Signal- detection index, dm, as 
function of quadrigon roundedness. 

First 500 responses per observer; 
second 500 responses per observer. 

By reference to the pilot study (compare Figs. 9 and 12), it is clear that the 
linear blur and grain magnification of the main study together reduced the general 
strength of roundedness. This independent variable remained, however, sufficiently 
effective to be a useful tool in the present and in future signal- detection experi- 
ments. We can depend on roundedness, as an expression of differences in signal - 
to -noise ratio, to help us examine other variables that might interact with relative 
signal energy. 

Figure -Surround Contrast - The contrast ratios of quadrigons and surrounds 
formed a relatively weak variable in this experiment, about half as strong as 
roundedness and slightly stronger than grain magnification. 

Figure 15 gives cumulative response frequencies along the certainty -of- response 
scale as functions of contrast ratio. In the 40:60 condition (minimum contrast) 
responses tended to accumulate near the middle of the scale, showing that the 
observers were uncertain about the occurrence of a signal. The 25:75 and 75:25 
ratios yielded somewhat greater certainty, while the 5:95 and 95:5 ratios pro- 
duced more high- certainty responses than did the other contrast conditions. 
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Fig. 15. Cumulative frequency of certainty -scale 
responses; contrast summed across roundedness, blur, 
and grain magnification. 

There is evidence in Fig. 15 that white forms on black surrounds (95:5) were 
associated with greater response variability and less certainty than were black 
forms on white surrounds (5:95); scores occurred more frequently in the outer 
ranges of the response scale in the latter case, whereas, for the white -on -black 
condition, about 300 responses fell in each scale category. These results, however, 
do not necessarily indicate that decisions about the occurrence of a signal were 
more accurate in one of the two high- contrast conditions than in the other. 
General accuracy of signal detection, however, was greatest for the high- contrast 
stimuli, less for stimuli of intermediate contrast, and least for the low- contrast 
stimuli. This will be evident when we discuss the roundedness -by- contrast inter- 
action. 

Grain Magnification - Grain size was also a relatively weak variable in this 
experiment. Figure 16 depicts its behavior with all other variables confounded. 
Certainty increased as grain size decreased, but almost all the variance occurred in 
the upper two thirds of the certainty scale. In other words, when there was 
relative certainty concerning the occurrence of a rounded form, grain size made 
little difference, but when observers were either uncertain about the type of form 
or were relatively certain about the occurrence of a pointed form, grain size had a 
small effect in the expected direction. 

Accuracy of discrimination between pointed and rounded forms decreased with 
increasing grain size but mainly with respect to the two most highly rounded sets 
of quadrigons. This will be discussed in more detail later. 
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Fig. 16. Cumulative frequency of certainty -scale 
responses; grain magnification summed across round- 
edness, contrast, and blur. 

Linear Blur - The amount of linear blur in the stimulus was an important vari- 
able, roughly equal to roundedness in the magnitude of its effects. Blur, however, 
affected responses most strongly in the "uncertain" to "certain - rounded" range 
of the certainty scale. It had much smaller effects in the "certain - pointed" 
region. 

Figure 17 shows that the blur effects were large and in the expected direction. 
The greatest certainty occurred for the unblurred quadrigons, intermediate cer- 
tainty levels were more frequent for the medium blur conditions, and great un- 
certainty was associated with the two highest blur states. 

Signal detection accuracy was strongly affected by the extent of linear blur. 
This, also, will be treated in more detail later. 
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Two - Variable Interactions 

Roundedness by Contrast Interaction - Figures 18 through 22 depict the simul- 
taneous effects of roundedness and contrast ratio in terms of cumulative response 
frequencies on the certainty -of -response scale. There was a decreasing effect of 
roundedness as contrast was reduced, and an increasing uncertainty of response 
although roundedness maintained some strength in all contrast conditions. 
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Fig. 20. Cumulative frequency of 
certainty -scale responses; rounded- 
ness at 25:75 contrast, summed 
across blur and grain. 

Fig. 21. Cumulative frequency of 
certainty -scale responses; rounded- 
ness at 75:25 contrast, summed 
across blur and grain. 

Fig. 22. Cumulative frequency of 
certainty -scale responses; rounded- 
ness at 40:60 contrast, summed 
across blur and grain. 



When the quadrigons were light on dark surrounds, observers tended to use 
lower numbers on the response -certainty scale more often than they did when the 
forms were dark on light surrounds. Options 8 and 9, for instance, were rarely 
employed in response to rounded, light objects. This result indicates that when a 

dark surround was smeared or blurred across a light form, more information was 
lost than when a dark form was blurred across a light surround. We intend to 
investigate this effect more fully; it might be simply an artifact based on inade- 
quate control of the photographic processes employed in generating the stimuli. 

Average certainty -of- response scores plotted as functions of roundedness (Fig. 
23) show a very strong effect of roundedness but fail to make clear the distinc- 
tions among the several contrast conditions. The latter can be observed more 
easily in Fig. 24, which shows that in every roundedness state there was a syste- 
matic effect of contrast, with low contrast producing the most uncertainty of 
response and high contrast the least. 
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Fig. 23. Mean certainty rating as func- 
tion of quadrigon roundedness at each 
contrast level (figure -surround reflec- 
tance percentages) for 1000 responses. 
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Fig. 24. Signal- detection index, dm, as 
function of quadrigon roundedness at 
each contrast level (figure -surround 
reflectance percentages) for 1000 
responses. 

A major interest of ours is the utility of the signal- detection index, dm. Figure 
26 gives the dm, values plotted as functions of roundedness; these make the dif- 
ferences among contrast conditions much clearer than do the analogous mean rat- 
ings of Fig. 25. At 3/4 roundedness, for instance, there was a 1.10 dm difference 
attributable to contrast, while at 1/4 rounding the difference was only 0.45. Figure 
26 gives a clear picture of the signal discriminabilities for each roundedness state 
and contrast condition, relative to the hypothetical comparison of pointed objects 
with themselves at dm = 0. Contrast did matter and had its largest effects with 
respect to the most rounded quadrigons; this relationship is not as readily ob- 
served in the analogous mean rating functions of Fig. 25. 
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Fig. 26. Signal- detection index, dm, as 
function of contrast (figure -surround 
reflectance percentages) at each level 
of quadrigon roundedness for 1000 
responses. 

From the foregoing results we draw the not surprising conclusion that, as the 
signal -to -noise ratio decreases, the contrast ratio of object and surround becomes 
more important for accurate signal detection. The dm index gives us a measure of 
this effect in the present experiment and permits us to compare it with other 
effects in terms of relative magnitudes. 

Roundedness by Grain Interaction - Figures 27 through 31 show changes in 
cumulative response frequency, as functions of roundedness, at progressively larger 
grain magnifications. As with contrast, grain size had relatively small, but syste- 
matic, effects. The greatest uncertainty occurred in association with the largest 
grain, while roundedness effects were preserved in all grain conditions. 
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certainty -scale responses; rounded- 
ness at 12X grain magnification, 
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Fig. 31. Cumulative frequency of certainty -scale 
responses; roundedness at 16X grain magnification, 
summed across contrast and blur. 

The mean rating functions of Fig. 32 indicate a systematic effect of grain size 
within the 0- and 1/4- rounded conditions but show that grain magnification made 
virtually no difference for the two states of greatest roundedness. Figure 33, 
depicting the dm functions, demonstrates, on the contrary, that grain effects were 
actually stronger for quadrigons of great roundedness than they were elsewhere. 
This figure also indicates that the grain magnification variable tended to produce 
its effects in two ranges of magnification factors: 0, 4, and 8 versus 12 and 16. 

This means that in future studies it should be sufficient to use grain magnification 
factors of 0, 8, and 16 to achieve a useful picture of the effects of this variable. 
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The mean ratings of Fig. 34 again indicate that there was a fairly strong grain - 
size effect for pointed and slightly rounded quadrigons only, while the dm func- 
tions of Fig. 35 show that discrimination of signal occurrence was most affected 
by grain size when the quadrigons were most rounded. These results are a clear 
example of the effect of taking the observer's criterion state into account when 
considering his sensitivity to stimulus differences. Resolution of the apparent con- 
tradiction rests upon inspection of Figs. 27 through 31, in which there is evidence 
that each grain size had effects, relative to roundedness, over the entire certainty - 
of- response scale. According to TSD, however, these effects should be interpreted 
in relation to the shifting observer -criterion baseline formed by responses to 
pointed quadrigons. The dm index is just such an interpretation and yielded the 
results discussed above. 
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Fig. 35. Signal- detection index, dm, as 
function of grain magnification multi- 
plier at each level of quadrigon round- 
edness for 1000 responses. 

Roundedness by Blur Interaction - Figures 36 through 40 show the combined 
effects of the strongest pair of independent variables in this experiment, rounded- 
ness and linear blur. Certainty of response was greatly affected by each of these, 
in expected directions. These figures also indicate that the 7 -mm and 9 -mm blur 
conditions produced highly similar functions; in future studies, therefore, we can 
employ 0, 3, 5, and 9 -mm blur only. 

The 1/2- and 3h- roundedness states tended to produce effects similar to each 
other, within each blur condition, and within the three states of greatest blur the 
0- and 1/4- roundedness conditions also tended to act alike. To preserve an adequate 
dm range, relative to signal -to -noise ratio, however, we intend to employ all the 
present roundedness states in future experiments and will perhaps add one more. 
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Fig. 36. Cumulative frequency of 
certainty -scale responses; rounded- 
ness at zero blur, summed across 
contrast and grain. 

Fig. 37. Cumulative frequency of 
certainty -scale responses; rounded- 
ness at 3 -mm blur, summed across 
contrast and grain. 

Fig. 38. Cumulative frequency of 
certainty -scale responses; rounded- 
ness at 5 -mm blur, summed across 
contrast and grain. 
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Fig. 39. Cumulative frequency of certainty -scale 
responses; roundedness at 7 -mm blur, summed across 
contrast and grain. 
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Fig. 40. Cumulative frequency of certainty -scale 
responses; roundedness at 9 -mm blur, summed across 
contrast and grain. 

Figure 41 shows mean confidence ratings as roundedness functions for each 
blur level. Roundedness made progressively less difference as blur magnitude in- 
creased. The dm functions of Fig. 42 yield a similar conclusion and produce 
clearer distinctions among the blur levels than do the mean ratings of Fig. 41. 

Figures 43 and 44 once again provide a contrast between mean ratings and dm 
functions. The dm index (Fig. 44) shows that the effects of blur level on signal 
discriminability were similar within each roundedness condition, but this relation- 
ship is not nearly as clear in the mean rating functions of Fig. 43. 
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Each of these figures indicates that at 9 mm of blur the distinction between 1/2 

and 3/4 roundedness disappeared; the chosen range of linear blur was, therefore, 
adequate for testing the effects of other variables that might interact with blur. 
Data from several roundedness interactions indicate, however, that roundedness 
might have been carried at least one step further. As to the remaining variables, 
the grain -size range was adequate, but an additional step (difficult to achieve 
technically) at each end of the contrast range might have produced asymptotic 
functions. 

Contrast by Grain Interaction - The interacting effects of contrast and grain 
size are shown in Figs. 45 and 46. Average certainty ratings, as functions of con- 
trast for each grain -size condition (Fig. 45), give a somewhat uninformative pic- 
ture of the relationships, but the dm index (Fig. 46) clarifies the situation greatly. 
There were two major effects: first, the two largest and the three smallest grain 
conditions tended to act in separate sets and, second, responses in the two small- 
est grain -size states were scarcely affected by contrast conditions, but contrast had 
a pronounced effect within the three largest grain sizes. At the 40:60 contrast 
level, for instance, discrimination between signals and nonsignals was virtually zero 
for stimuli having grain magnification factors of 12 or 16. 
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Figures 47 and 48 again demonstrate the clarifying power of dm as a signal - 
detection measure. In the mean ratings of Fig. 47 it is possible to see increasing 
certainty of response as a function of increasing grain size because movement 
away from the 4 to 5 certainty -scale interval indicates higher certainty, but the 
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effects of contrast are far from clear. Figure 48, on the other hand, shows that 
grain magnification had a pronounced and increasing effect over the three largest 
grain -size conditions and that, in this same range, the 40:60 contrast state was 
distinctly poorer than any other. 

Results such as the foregoing imply that manipulated graininess, relative to 
uncontrolled target contrast, and manipulated contrast, relative to uncontrolled 
graininess, can be matters of practical importance for improving signal detection. 
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Contrast by Blur Interaction -A major interactive effect is depicted in Figs. 49 
and 50, which show contrast -by -blur interactions as contrast functions. In Fig. 49 
we see that certainty of response varied with contrast in the expected direction 
and that this effect was differential with respect to linear blur; small levels of blur 
affected certainty in the "rounded region of the scale, while large blur levels 
affected responses in the "pointed" region. 

The dm index (Fig. 50) translates the foregoing results into a clear picture of 
the progressive effects of blur upon signal discriminability, in the expected direc- 
tion; there was also a strong contrast interaction with blur. Once again the power 
of the dm index, as a clarifier of complex relationships, is demonstrated. 

Figures 51 and 52 give blur by contrast interaction effects as blur functions. 
Figure 51 shows again that low blur levels acted chiefly within the "rounded" end 
of the certainty scale, while high blur had its main effects in the "pointed" end. 
The dm functions of Fig. 52 indicate that the basic effects of blur were function- 
ally similar at every contrast level, that these effects were extremely powerful, 
and that contrast mattered most at the lower blur levels. 
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Blur by Grain Interaction - The interactive effects of blur and grain, depicted 
in Figs. 53 and 54, include a most interesting result: signal -discriminability 
maxima, relative to blur level, shifted according to grain -size conditions. This 
might be evidence that blur -grain relationships are important in situations that 
permit reduction of linear blur, after images have been formed, and in which 
there is some freedom concerning choice of grain size. 

Figure 53 indicates that grain -size effects upon response certainty were similar 
for each blur level, but that these effects diminished as blur decreased. This figure 
also shows that the higher levels of blur acted more strongly within the "pointed" 
end of the certainty -of- response scale, while the lower blur conditions had their 
main effects in the "rounded" region of the scale. 
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In Fig. 54 the dm index, at zero blur, shows a discriminability maximum for a 
grain- magnification factor of 8. For 3 -mm blur the dm maximum occurs at a grain 
factor of 4. At the 5 -mm blur level the dm maximum is associated with zero grain 
magnification. For the 7- and 9 -mm blur levels grain size made much less over -all 
difference, and the dm maxima are again at zero grain magnification. 

Given our experimental conditions, these results might mean that for an image 
with a grain magnification factor of 4 and a 5 -mm blur level, if blur were later 
reduced to 3 mm, there could result a better image than that produced by zero 
grain in the original 5 -mm blur image. 
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Similarly, if 3 -mm blur could be reduced to zero blur, then a grain magnifica- 
tion factor of 8 in the original 3 -mm blur image might result in a better final 
image at zero blur than would have been the case if graininess had been smaller in 
the original, unprocessed image. Reductions from 7- or 9 -mm blur to 5 -mm blur 
would not be expected to enhance image quality based on extra graininess in the 
unprocessed images, but images involving reduction from any blur level of 5 mm 
or more, to any level of 3 mm or less, might be improved in quality by extra 
graininess in the original images. This possibility deserves more detailed 
investigation. 

Grain size was varied in our stimuli after the blur -level was introduced (see 
Appendix A). Grain magnification could have been varied prior to blurring, but 
this would not have been analogous to natural photographic situations; in even 
the most blurred photographs, the grain structure is not, itself, blurred. Grain size, 
however, did affect the clarity of the scan lines in our stimulus images. This sug- 
gests that a future experiment should deal with the effects of line -scan frequency 
upon the signal- detection relationships. We do not know, at present, whether the 
differential discriminability maxima that we have found, relative to blur and grain, 
would exist in unscanned images. Scanning and blur, for technical reasons (see 
Appendix A), were confounded in the present experiment. We accepted this 
condition because a major goal was the testing of image- retrieval methods based 
on the analog processor, a machine that produces scanned images only. 

Figure 54 also provides a hint that there might be a second discriminability 
maximum at zero blur and at a grain- magnification factor of 16. We intend to 
investigate this result further. 

Figures 55 and 56 complete the display of two -way interactions in the present 
experiment. Figure 55 again shows that low levels of blur chiefly affected re- 
sponses in the "rounded" region of the certainty scale, while larger blur levels had 
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their main effects within the "pointed" region. In addition, this figure shows that 
grain -size effects were systematic at all but the zero blur level and were strongest 
at blur levels above 3 mm. Figure 56, finally, depicts the strong and similar 
effects of blur at every grain -size level, but does not show as clearly as Fig. 54 the 
interesting shifts of discriminability maxima discussed above. 

Three -Way Interactions 

Roundedness by Grain Magnification by Linear Blur - In order to present 
three -way interaction effects in graphic form, we have plotted dm contours in 
cartesian coordinates, for two of each of three variables, with a separate such 
space for each level of the third variable. Figure 57 thus shows grain magnifica- 
tion on the x axis and linear blur on the y axis, with one graph for each 
roundedness condition. Zero roundedness does not appear because the dm index, 
at every point, involves a comparison between a pointed quadrigon and a quadri- 
gon of the specified roundedness. 

The dm contours in Fig. 57 are based on 25 data points per graph, each point 
an average for all observers, with the fourth variable, in this case contrast ratio, 
confounded. A contour was drawn wherever there was reasonable evidence con- 
cerning the trend of the data; for this reason the contours are not always at equal 
dm steps from each other. Where dm is highest, discrimination between a pointed 
quadrigon and a rounded quadrigon of the same type was at maximum; where dm 
is lowest, this discrimination was minimum for the given condition's. The dashed 
lines through the graphs of Fig. 57 are provided only as aids to visualizing the 
"terrain." They indicate, at least approximately, the loci of relatively rapid 
changes superimposed on the general slopes of the dm surfaces. 

The major three -way interaction effect to be observed in Fig. 57 is an increas- 
ing perturbation of the dm surface as the general level of discrimination falls. The 
34- roundedness condition is associated with a relatively regular dm slope from a 
minimum of 0.15 through a maximum of 4.0, but at 1/a roundedness the dm range 
from 0.0 through 1.5 is extensively distorted by peaks and troughs. The 1/2- 

roundedness condition, with respect to perturbation, lies closer to the 3/ than to 
the 'A- roundedness state. The general conclusion is that the essentially monotonic 
dm relationship that existed between linear blur and grain size, where there was a 
low signal -to -noise ratio, became non -monotonic when the signal -to -noise ratio was 
high. 

At this stage in our experimental program we do not want to press too hard 
for the meaningfulness of small details in the surfaces represented in Fig. 57 and 
in the similar graphs to be presented for the other high -order interactions. We do 
not know, exactly, how nearly our stimuli represented the specified points on the 
various physical dimensions of the experiment and, therefore, we are not always 
certain whether a specific detail in a particular dm surface is a stimulus -related 
artifact or whether it represents a genuine nonlinearity or non -monotonicity in 
the signal- detection response function. 

For the moment we accept these interesting details, at best, as suggestions for 
additional research and, at worst, as points where our stimulus control might have 
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gone awry. We do know, for instance, that the line -scanning process introduced 
harmonic effects at certain blur levels and distorted the contrast ratio conditions 
to some extent. These stimulus irregularities were permitted to remain in the 
system because we wanted the simplest procedure for generating the set of quadri- 
gons. In later stages of the program the stimuli can be refined. Although we are 
certain that there are no actual reversals along any of the physical dimensions of 
the present quadrigon set, we wish, nevertheless, to be conservative in our inter- 
pretation of response details within the main trends of the data. 

Roundedness by Blur by Contrast Ratio - In Fig. 58 the major effect of the 
three -way interaction again is shown to be increased perturbation of the dm sur- 
face as general discriminability declines. For 3/4 roundedness the blur by contrast 
ratio surface has the expected symmetry around the 40:60 contrast state, but this 
symmetry becomes less pronounced, especially for the higher blur levels, as the 
signal -to -noise ratio increases. 

Not plotted in Fig. 58, but to be expected on a theoretical basis, is the fact 
that each dm surface would go to zero where it crosses the 50:50 contrast -ratio 
state. This would produce, in the present graphs, a horizontal invagination of each 
contour line, to the right, just below the 40:60 point on the y axis. We did not 
feel that this complication of the depicted surfaces would be helpful in visualizing 
the data trends, but a finer scale of contrast measurement would certainly show 
such an effect. 

Roundedness by Grain Magnification by Contrast Ratio - Figure 59 displays 
the expected symmetry of the dm surface around the 40:60 contrast ratio state, 
but once again the principal effect of the three -way interaction is deterioration of 
this symmetry, with increasing perturbation of the dm surface, as the signal -to- 
noise ratio increases. Our previous remarks concerning zero dm at 50:50 contrast 
also apply to this figure. 

Blur by Grain Magnification by Contrast Ratio - In Fig. 60 five graphs are 
required because roundedness is the confounded variable. Again symmetry of the 
dm surface, around the 40:60 contrast ratio state, deteriorates as the conditions 
of discriminability become more difficult, but in this case with respect to increas- 
ing linear blur. At 50:50 contrast there would be, as before, the decline of the 
dm surface to zero. 

Four -Way Interaction 

Roundedness by Blur by Contrast Ratio by Grain Magnification - Figure 61 is 
a picture of the main effects of the entire experiment, in terms of dm surfaces. 
Each graph shows a grain size by contrast ratio interaction within a given blur 
condition (rows) and roundedness level (columns). The lower left graph (1 /4 round- 
edness by 9 -mm blur) represents the most difficult discrimination condition; the 
upper right graph (3/ roundedness by zero blur) shows the condition of easiest 
discrimination. 
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The lower right graph (3 /a roundedness by 9 -mm blur) depicts the effects of maxi- 
mum blur on quadrigons of minimum signal -to -noise ratio, while the upper left 
graph presents the data for minimum blur and maximum signal -to -noise ratio. 

From the top right to the lower left graph in Fig. 61 there is a general decline 
in dm values, as a simultaneous response to increasing blur and decreasing round- 
edness. Contrast symmetry of the dm surfaces is greatest at 1/z roundedness and 
zero blur but deteriorates in all directions from that optimum set of conditions. 
Grain magnification effects vary from one cell of the experimental design to an- 
other, are not always monotonic functions of grain size, and do not show any 
easily discernible trends solely attributable to the four -way interaction. 

Analysis of variance (F- ratio) indicates that the four -way interaction was highly 
significant (see Appendix C, Tables VI and VII), but even with a graphic display 
such as Fig. 61, it is not a simple matter to visualize interaction effects at the 
level of complexity existing in the present data. The cells of the experimental 
design could be sliced through in other directions; we could, for instance, place 
blur level within the separate graphs and either grain size or contrast ratio in the 
columns. This might lead to some slight clarification concerning four -way effects, 
but the return for the effort would probably be marginal. A computer -generated, 
pseudo- perspective treatment of the 15 surfaces might also help, but the gain 
would scarcely justify the expense. 

Individual Differences 

The methods employed in this experiment might be developed as screening and 
training procedures. If individual observers differ sufficiently in their responses to 
the 500 quadrigons, then such a set of forms can be used as an initial screening 
device for photointerpreters or as a means of training accuracy of observation. If 
the methods prove to be useful as training tools, then they can also be made into 
tests of the level of performance achieved during training. 

For these reasons we have examined the individual performance records of our 
12 observers. To do this we divided the certainty -of -response scale into two parts: 
0 through 4 = "No, I am certain it was not pointed," and 5 through 9 = "Yes, I 
am certain it was pointed." The computer program gave us the percentage of Yes 
responses to pointed quadrigons (hit rate) and the percentage of No responses to 
rounded quadrigons (correct rejections) for each observer and each set of 500 
trials. From these percentages it was easy to produce contingency tables such as 
the following: 

Object Class 

Pointed Rounded 

Yes 

Response 
No 

Hit Rate 
(HR) 

False -alarm 
Rate (FAR) 

Incorrect Re- 
jections (IR) 

Correct Re- 
jections (CR) 

HR +IR= 100% 
of responses to 
pointed objects 
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For the averages of all 24 trials of 500 quadrigons each, the contingency table 
of percentages is: 

Pointed Rounded 

Yes 85 I 42 127 
No 15 58 73 

100 100 200 

(A) 

Such a table may be adjusted for the 1:3 ratio of pointed versus rounded ob- 
jects in the sets of stimuli: HR X .25 = HR'; CR X .75 = CR'; 25 - HR' = IR'; 
75 - CR' = FAR'; HR' + IR' + CR' + FAR' = 100. The contingencies then 
become 

Pointed Rounded 

Yes 21 

1 

31 52 
No 04 44 48 

25 75 100 

(B) 

Table A indicates that our observers were 85% correct in saying "Yes" to 
pointed objects and 58% correct in saying "No" to rounded objects; they per- 
formed better with respect to the class of pointed objects. In terms of prorated 
accuracy (Table B), however, they were 21% correct for pointed objects and 44% 
correct for rounded ones, or 65% correct regardless of object class. 

In Table B there is also evidence that the observers tended to respond as 
though pointed quadrigons would occur about half the time; the marginal percent- 
age for Yes was 52, for No it was 48. The individual, total Yes percentages (HR' 
+ FAR'), over the 24 sets of trials, varied from 33 to 66, however, so it is evident 
that all observers did not adopt a 50% signal- frequency hypothesis. The most skill- 
ful observer (number 3) set HR' + FAR' at about 50 %, while the least adequate 
observer (number 6) set his Yes rate at about 33% and had, therefore, a more 
accurate signal- frequency hypothesis than anyone else. 

Figure 62 gives, for every set of 500 responses (two per observer, each set 
numbered separately), the conjunction of HR and CR; these are unweighted per- 
centages similar to those of Table A. This figure shows how each observer 
changed from his first to his second set of responses and what his average was for 
the two sets combined. A useful transformation of coordinates is also illustrated: 
HR + CR = a, or the total accuracy of the observer, orthogonal to a tradeoff 
dimension, ß (high HR and low CR versus low HR and high CR; ß is in arbitrary 
units). The extent of ß was set by the highest HR score and lowest CR score for 
ß maximum, and the lowest HR and highest CR score for ß minimum. The range 
of a was merely set to bracket the set of data points. 
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The average scores for each observer were converted to a standard deviations 
(0a) and to ß deviations (aß). Then 0a + aß was obtained for each observer, to 
produce a combined score that reflects over -all adequacy of response. Table III 
contains the relevant data and ends with a rank order, per observer, of 0a + aß. 
These rank orders are also shown in Fig. 62 (circled numbers) and form our best 
estimate of relative performance among observers. 

Table III. Individual scores on a total accuracy ( %) scale: a = HR + CR; a tradeoff 
scale: ß (arbitrary units); over -all performance: Oa + aß; averages for 1000 trials per 
observer; rank orders and a's for each observer. 

Observer 
number et 

(1st 500 -2nd 500) 
Ranka 0a zß Rankß 0ß 0a +aß 

Rank 
as +aß 

8 -20 153.0 1 +2.1 2.95 2 -1.5 +0.6 6 
3 -15 151.0 2 +1.6 5.70 6 +0.4 +2.0 1 

5 -17 148.0 3 +1.0 5.90 7.5 +0.6 +1.6 3 
12 -24 145.5 5 +0.5 6.70 10 +1.2 +1.7 2 
2 -14 145.5 5 +0.5 5.90 7.5 +0.6 +1.1 5 

11 -23 145.5 5 +0.5 4.85 5 -0.1 +0.4 7 
7 -19 144.0 7.5 +0.2 6.60 9 +1.1 +1.3 4 
6 -18 144.0 7.5 +0.2 0.10 1 -3.5 -3.3 12 
1 -13 143.0 9 0.0 4.05 3 -0.7 -0.7 9 

10 -22 139.0 10 -0.9 4.30 4 -0.5 -1.4 11 
9 -21 136.5 11 -1.5 6.75 11 +1.3 -0.2 8 
4 -16 130.5 12 -2.8 7.10 12 +1.5 -1.3 10 

Averages: (x= 143.0) (x =6.5) (i=0.0) (z =5.08) (7=6.5) (1c=0.0) (x =0.0) (x=6.5) 

Scores on a accumulate near the mean of the distribution and do not give an 
adequate dispersion among observers. The ß dimension, although it contains well - 
dispersed scores, merely indicates differences in emphasis on HR or on CR and 
does not, by itself, show anything about general accuracy of response. The combi- 
nation of as and 00, however, has an excellent dispersion of scores and yields a 
scale that penalizes observers who employed very high CR rates and, at the same 
time, very low HRs, or high HRs and low CR rates; neither of these strategies 
represents good performance. The 0a + 0ß scale lies approximately orthogonal to 
the axis of correlation between HR and CR and is almost equivalent to any line 
along which HR = 1.5 CR in Fig. 62. 

Figure 63 defines the 0a + 00 scale and shows the position of each observer 
with respect to it. Five men, 3, 12, 5, 7, and 2 gave superior performances in 
terms of this scale. Following these were 8, 11, 9, and 1; then 10 and 4; then, 
after a large gap, 6 (see also Table III). The response contingency tables for each 
of the 24 sets of trials are given in Appendix D and can also be reconstructed 
from Fig. 62. 
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Fig. 63. The as + ag scale; standard deviation scores 
for the means of 1000 trials per observer; [hit rate 
( %) + correct rejection ( %)] = a; ß represents a scale 
of arbitrary units orthogonal to a and ranging from 
high HR and low CR to low HR and high CR; aand ß 
scores are presented in Q units; positions of observers 
on the aa+ Qß scale are indicated by arrows. 

The different strategies adopted by our observers are worth noting; some had 
high HRs and low CR rates; one had a very high CR rate but such a low HR that 
this put him in last place; some had medium HRs and CR rates, with mediocre 
results; the best performers had high HRs and medium CR rates. Strategies varied, 
in some cases, from the first to the second set of 500 trials, but there was no 
systematic trend. 

Figure 64 shows the effects of weighting HR and CR in terms of the 1:3 ratio 
of pointed versus rounded quadrigons. Again we give the Qa + Qß rank associated 
with each observer (circled numbers), principally to show that neither HR', CR', 
nor a is a measure that relates individually and directly to general adequacy of 
performance. Observer 6, for instance, who had a very high a' score, ranked last 
on the Qa + Uß scale. 

This experiment has revealed individual differences of a magnitude such that 
we can expect to develop efficient tests and training methods based on the quad - 
rigon stimuli and the signal- detection analysis. The analysis of individual perfor- 
mance can be simplified, no doubt, but it is clear that our untrained observers 
differed substantially in accuracy, strategies, and criterion states. We are now 
assured that we have a sound basis for additional experiments concerned with 
individual performance. A training experiment, in fact, has been completed and 
will be the subject of a later report. 
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DISCUSSION 

We have examined the relationships among signal -to -noise ratio (quadrigon round- 
edness), linear blur, grain magnification, and figure -surround contrast, for a set of 
complex stimuli that were presented to observers in a signal- detection context. 
The discriminability index, dm, has proved to be a sensitive indicator of an 
observer's ability to distinguish signals from nonsignals (pointed versus rounded 
quadrigons) at all levels of the image degrading variables employed in our study. 

In addition to being an investigation of methodology, the present study gave 
results that indicate a need for additional research: (1) The differential discrimi- 
nabilities of black -on -white versus white -on -black figures and surrounds should be 
examined in more detail. (2) Further study should be given to the differential 
effects of nonminimal grain on signal discrimination at various levels of linear 
blur. (3) We expect to explore the effects of scan line frequency in relation both 
to grain size and to extent of linear blur. (4) We will examine possible relation- 
ships between the signal- detection results and modulation- transfer -function data 
that exist in the literature. (5) Screening, training, and performance -evaluation 
techniques, with respect to image interpreters, should now be developed. 

Meanwhile several additional experiments have been completed and will be the 
subjects of later reports. We have, for instance, examined the effects of differing 
exposure times of the quadrigon stimuli and have found that for durations of 1 

and 10 seconds the dm values correlate highly with those of the present study. 
For briefer durations the dm values decline, but the forms of the various relation- 
ships remain similar to the functions described in this report. 

Immediate knowledge of performance accuracy, fed back to the observer, has 
also been evaluated. Here we have found that a major effect was a shift in the 
observer's criterion state, or willingness to guess about the presence of a signal. In 
addition to this shift, there was probably some true learning, or increased accu- 
racy of performance, exclusive of changes in guessing bias. 

In a third experiment we have attempted to deblur a set of quadrigons by 
means of the analog processor and have compared dm values from this set of 
stimuli with those generated by the same quadrigons in their original, blurred 
form. For high- contrast, highly blurred originals the deblurring produced a modest 
improvement in the average dm values, but there was no generalized gain in 
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accuracy of signal discrimination over all levels of contrast, grain, and blur. On 
this particular project we have a great deal more work to do. 

Studies now in progress, or being planned, have also developed from the experi- 
ments described in this report. It is likely, for instance, that averaged evoked 
potentials, measured externally on the head just over the visual cortex, could pro- 
vide exceedingly interesting measures of performance accuracy, stimulus clarity, 
and (perhaps) observer attention. Such indices would be valuable adjuncts in the 
attempt to understand and control the parameters of image quality. We are, there- 
fore, designing pilot studies to show whether visual electro- encephalogram records 
based on quadrigon stimuli will be sensitive along the dimensions in which we 
have an interest. 

Examination of various image -forming systems, by means of the quadrigon 
methodology, now seems feasible. By varying the location of the stimulus in the 
visual field, we can, for instance, examine optical field- flatness parameters. In 
general, any system having a measured amount of a given type of aberration can 
be evaluated in terms of the dm index for comparison with similar, or even very 
different, systems. Our program of research includes plans for studies of this kind. 

Color- coding and color enhancement are matters of interest today. The quadri- 
gon methodology should, in principle, be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of 
various color combinations. Hues, brightnesses, and saturations of both figures and 
surrounds, in various combinations that might lead to enhanced target detection 
and recognition, need investigation beyond the material available in the current 
literature. False color as a means of coding graded information, since it produces 
longer ranges of discriminable differences than do gray scales, should be given 
intensive study. Furthermore, if two dimensions of variation, or even three, can 
usefully be displayed in a two -dimensional image, why not employ color, which is 
three -dimensional, as the means of doing so? To do this, however, we need new 
information about scaling the color variables for maximum discriminability. We 
are designing a signal- detection research program that will address itself to these 
matters. 

In summary, we can express optimism concerning the utility of research em- 
ploying quadrigons and the signal- detection response mode. Our results have repli- 
cated, in general, the data trends of published studies in which signal energy, 
contrast, grain size, and blur have been independent variables. We now believe 
that our methods will yield sensitive evaluations of image quality and that they 
will do this rapidly, accurately, and relatively inexpensively. 
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APPENDIX A. 

PRODUCTION OF QUADRIGONS 

Rules for Generating Quadrigons 

1. Make a circle of 4-in. radius (see Fig. 65). 
2. Draw three inner concentric rings of 31/2 in., 3 in., and 2' in. radius. 
3. Label the four rings from the outside inward: 1, 2, 3, 4. These establish 

distances for the quadrigon outer points. 
4. Make a vertical diameter of the circle; label this 1A. 
5. At 22.5° intervals draw seven additional diameters clockwise; label these 2A, 

3A, 4A, 1 B, 2B, 3B, 4B, and continue at the opposite ends of the diameter 
lines with 1C, 2C, 3C, 4C, 1D, 2D, 3D, and 4D. These 16 points establish 
"headings" for the quadrigon "arms." 

6. Choose at random one heading in each quadrant (A, B, C, D), but exhaust 
the four headings (1, 2, 3, 4) for any one quadrigon. 

7. Choose at random one distance for each heading, but exhaust the four dis- 
tances (1, 2, 3, 4) for any one quadrigon. 

8. Choose an angle for each external "arm" of the quadrigon as follows: (a) 
connect adjacent outer points, (b) bisect angles between lines defining each 
pair of headings, (c) divide each bisector, from vertex to line connecting 
adjacent outer points, into five equal parts, (d) from the inside outward label 
the four interior points on each line: 1, 2, 3, 4, (e) from each such set select 
one point at random, but exhaust the set (1, 2, 3, 4) for any one quadrigon, 
(f) connect adjacent outer points with the chosen bisector -line point lying 
between them. This establishes four inner angles between the four outer 
"arms" of the quadrigon, and four outer angles, one for each "arm." 

9. For each randomly chosen set of four quadrigons, select at random a round- 
ing factor for each quadrigon from among a set of four factors to be de- 
fined, and exhaust the set of factors for each set of four quadrigons. 

10. Rounding factors: at the vertex of each inner and outer angle of a given 
quadrigon, measure along the sides of the angle X inches and inscribe a circle 
in the angle, tangent to the two measured points. X equals 0, 1/4 in., 1/2 in., or 
3/4 in. depending on the randomly chosen number (1, 2, 3, 4) for the given 
quadrigon. X is the same for all angles of any one quadrigon. The appropri- 
ate parts of the inscribed circles, when connected with the appropriate 
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remainders of the sides of the angles, form the outline of the rounded quad - 
rigon. Where an anomaly occurs in rounding, i.e., the lines do not connect, 
discard the quadrigon. Anomalies occur most frequently for 3 /a -in. rounding; 
care must be taken that removing members of this class does not introduce a 
bias relative to the other rounding conditions in terms of the "families" of 
forms within each condition. 
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Angle: 1 4 2 3 
Angle No.: (1 2 3 4) 

18 

Fig. 65. Quadrigon construction sample (reduced from 4 in. radius). 

Selecting Quadrigons Randomly 

There are 24 combinations or orders of headings by the foregoing definition. 
Combined with 24 orders of distance, these produce 576 sets of headings and 
distances. These, combined with 24 orders of angularity, produce 13,824 un- 
rounded quadrigons. 
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This is the universe from which we wish to select a sample of 500 forms. The 
simplest method is to draw three times, at random, a number from 1 through 24 
to specify the three characteristics of each quadrigon. Each such number specifies 
one of the 24 possible combinations for each characteristic. The three combina- 
tions constitute a set of directions for producing the actual quadrigon. There must 
be no duplication of individual quadrigons. 

For every sequence of four quadrigons selected, rounding factors (1 through 4) 
are then chosen randomly prior to production of the actual forms, with each 
rounding factor occurring once in each set of four forms. 

The identity of each quadrigon must be maintained throughout all processing 
of the actual forms, and an index mark for orientation must exist until processing 
is complete. 

Computer Program for Generating Quadrigons 

A program, designed to produce quadrigon outlines, was run on a Hewlett 
Packard 9100B calculator and a 9125A plotter. This program operated, in essence, 
according to the rules given above for generating quadrigons and is displayed in 
Appendix E. Five hundred unique stimulus outlines were formed in this way, 
ready for additional processing. 

Quadrigon Rounding 

The quadrigon outlines were divided into four equal sets, each containing 125 
unique shapes, and were then rounded by hand. The rounding factors were 0, 1/a 

in., 1/2 in., and 3/4 in. The 0 rounding group was set aside. The appropriate round- 
ing distance was measured on the two legs of each exterior and interior angle of 
each stimulus, and the angle was rounded with a circle template. 

Each of the 500 quadrigons was then cut from an 81/2-in. by 11 -in. photograph- 
ically opaque Ortholith or Amberlith sheet, thus forming a mask. 

Contrast Ratios 

Each set of 125 masks was divided randomly into five groups of 25 quadrigons 
each. These groups were numbered 1 through 5, and the identically numbered 
groups from each set were combined into five groups of 100 masks each. These 
groups were processed to obtain the following contrast levels: 5:95 (Group 1), 
25:75 (Group 2), 40:60 (Group 3), 75:25 (Group 4), and 95:5 (Group 5). The 
ratio numbers refer to reflectance percentages for the figure and the surround, 
respectively. 

These relationships were achieved by equating trial samples to Munsel Chart 
Photometer standards under a C illuminant (artificial daylight). When trial figure - 
surround relationships matched the desired reflectances, all 100 stimuli of the 
given set were subjected to the same processing method. Five methods resulted in 
500 81/2-in. by 11 -in. photographic prints, each identified according to contrast 
level and rounding factor, as follows: 
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5:95 -The Ortholith masks for this group were placed against the emulsion sur- 
face of a sheet of Kodak Ektamatic SC, Surface F paper and were exposed for 3 

sec on a Morse Contact Printer Model M21. A paper neutral- density filter of 0.25 
transmittance was placed between the lights and the print paper. This filter per- 
mitted control of exposure time in seconds rather than fractions of a second. The 
filter also diffused the light that reached the print paper. Without the filter, sec- 
tions of the print were either over- or under -exposed. The filter gave a more even 
exposure than did any sequence of light switching in the contact printer. 

25: 75 -The Ortholith masks were placed over 81/2-in. by 11 -in. Kodalith Ortho 
film (Type' 3) for 4 -sec exposures in an enlarger with a 50-mm lens set at f /16. 
The film and masks were always placed in the optimum exposure area, as deter- 
mined by light -meter readings, in the cone of light from the enlarger. The enlarger 
was raised until a constant reading was found over the area required for exposure 
of the 81/2-in. by 11 -in. film. The exposed films were developed in Kodalith A and 
B developer for 2 min, fixed, and hypo cleared. When all 100 numbered transpar- 
encies had been washed and dried, they were placed, one at a time, on Kodak 
Ektamatic print paper and exposed for 12 sec in the enlarger. Each transparency 
was then removed, and the print paper was exposed for an additional 4 sec with- 
out the mask. 

40:60 -In this case each Ortholith mask was placed on the print paper under 
the enlarger and was exposed for 4 sec, followed by an 8 -sec exposure without 
the mask. 

75:25 -Again the enlarger was used. The masks and papers were exposed 
together for 12 sec. The papers alone were then exposed for 4 sec. 

95:5 -Each mask was placed on the emulsion side of a print paper and was 
exposed on the Morse Contact Printer for 3 sec. The print was developed in a 
Kodak Ektamatic Processor and dried. This print was then paired with another 
print sheet and was exposed for 8 sec on the contact printer. The second print 
had the desired contrast. 

All prints were processed through the Kodak Ektamatic Processor and two solu- 

tions of hypo. These solutions were four parts hypo to one part water and two 
parts hypo to one part water, respectively. The prints were then washed for 1/2 hr 
and were matt dried on .a Pako Superdrum at 200°F. 

Linear Blur 

The 500 quadrigon prints were arranged in their original sequence and were then 
randomly divided into 25 sets of 20 prints each. Each such set composed a 4-by -5 
cell matrix containing four rounding factor rows and five contrast columns. These 
sets were each taped on a locally fabricated easel that had a neutral backing and a 
clear plexiglass cover. The cover, when locked, flattened the prints in place. 
Uniform lighting, measured by a light meter, was obtained across the surface of 
the easel. 

Each 4 by 5 matrix was photographed on an Itek 1218 platemaster, which was 
modified to hold a 4-in. by 5 -in. back. The lens was set at f/4.5 and was covered 
by a 60 %- transmitttance Polaroid filter. The matrices of quadrigons were exposed 
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for 2 sec to Kodak Plus -X Pan Professional film, which was developed for 8 min 
in Microdol X. The negatives were then fixed, washed, and dried in sets of five 
and were then ready for blurring. Sets 1 through 5 received 0 blur; 6 through 10, 
1 -mm blur; 11 through 15, 2 -mm blur; 16 through 20, 3 -mm blur; and 21 
through 25, 4-mm blur on the analog image processor. 

The Analog Processing Machine 

The analog image processor is a device for performing convolutions of an object 
photograph with an aperture shaped according to the type of processing desired 
(Swindell, 1969). Convolution is performed by translating a projected image of 
the photographic transparency across the aperture and, with a photodetector, inte- 
grating the net light intensity transmitted by the aperture. The signal from the 
photodetector then modulates a glow tube that writes the processed image on an 
unexposed film, line by line (see Fig. 66.) 

Fig. 66. Analog image processor. 

To perform this operation, the original photograph and an unexposed film 
(each 4 in. by 5 in.) are attached to opposite sides of an axially translating, rotat- 
ing drum. The original photograph is projected during half the rotational cycle 
onto the processing aperture where the convolution takes place. The photodetec- 
tor signal modulates the intensity of the glow tube, which is focused onto the 
unexposed film. Thus the processed version of the original photograph is obtained 
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at the same time the original is 'scanned. One line of the processed image is writ- 
ten during each rotation of the drum. Line -scan frequency was 80 lines per in. on 
the film for the present experiment; in the final stimulus images the frequency 
was 35 lines per in. 

The Processing Aperture 

A narrow, rectangular slit (the processing aperture or mask) produces linear or 
one -dimensional blur in the stimulus image as follows: If the original photograph 
is a transparent spot, the translation of this spot along the length of a rectangle, 
during the convolution process, yields a signal from the photodetector that lasts 
as long as the spot can be seen through the rectangle. The spot then appears as a 
line on the processed film. Since every photograph is composed of spots of vary- 
ing transparency, the result of processing with this mask is a blurred picture. The 
direction of blur depends on the orientation of the mask. 

For the present work the mask was oriented at 45° to the long dimension of 
the picture. The width of the mask was 1/120 in., and its length was 2, 3, or 4 
mm, depending on the amount of blur desired. The masks were made by photo- 
graphing strips of black tape that had been cut to the proper dimensions and 
attached to a sheet of white cardboard. The black areas surrounding the trans- 
parent slits were thoroughly opaque. This photography involved a 4 -in. by 5 -in. 
Graflex camera, Kodalith Ortho film (Type 3), and Kodalith A and B developer 
solutions in equal amounts. 

Processing 

The unblurred psychophysical stimuli were prepared as 25 4 -in. by 5 -in. positive 
transparencies each carrying 20 of the stimulus forms. These transparencies were 
divided into five groups that were to have, respectively, 0, 2, 3, and 4 mm of 
one -dimensional blur. The appropriate mask was placed in the positive channel of 
the processor (for more complicated masks both a positive and a negative channel 
are required) and the photograph to be blurred was placed in the open side of the 
drum (see Fig. 66). 

The drum was then rotated manually to place the brightest part of the picture 
on the mask. Amplification in the positive channel was adjusted to produce a 
photodetector output of 6 mA. The drum was rotated so that the picture and 
mask did not overlap, and bias was adjusted to approximately 0.1 mA. With the 
room lights off, unexposed film was placed on the drum and the lamp switch was 
turned on. When the ready light in this switch went on, drum rotation was 
started. Processing, with the room lights remaining off, took about 5 min. Elec- 
tronic equipment involved in this procedure was always given a 1 -hr warmup 
period. 
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Development 

Development of the blurred stimulus images was standardized. The film was 
Kodak Plus -X Pan Professional film (ASA 125). The exposed films, in 4 -in. by 
5 -in. film holders, were placed in a daylight developer tank (Angelus Color Tank) 
and each successive set of five processed films was batch -developed in Kodak D -76 
Developer for 8 min at 68 °F with 1 -min agitation intervals. The developer was 
then replaced by Kodak Stop Bath for 30 sec, followed by Kodak Rapid Fix for 
4 min with 1 -min agitation intervals. The films were washed for 30 min, dipped in 
Kodak Photo Flo 200 solution, and dried in their holders. Each of the time 
intervals related to development included pouring time. 

Grain Magnification 

When the 25 4in. by 5 -in. blurred, positive transparencies had been produced, 
they were divided into five groups of five each for grain magnification: 

Enlarger Exposure Film 
f /number Blur (mm) time (sec) number 

5.6 0 12 1 

5.6 1 12 2 
5.6 2 10 3 
5.6 3 10 4 
5.6 4 7 5 

For zero magnification the 4-in. by 5 -in. positive was converted to a 4 -in. by 
5 -in. negative by placing the positive on Tri -X Pan film (emulsion side up for 
each) and exposing it for 1 sec. The 50 -mm enlarger lens was set at f/22. These 
negatives were developed in Microdol X for 9 min, fixed, washed, and dried. Each 
set of five grain magnification positives contained each of the blur variables, and 
these required different exposure times to obtain 81 /2 -in. by 11 -in. prints that were 
equated for the desired reflectances. Printing times for the zero grain- magnifica- 
tion negatives were: 

Magnification 
group 

1 

Contrast -rounding 
matrix number 

1,6,11,16,21 

Magnification 
multiplier 

0 
2 2, 7, 12, 17, 22 4 
3 3, 8, 13, 18, 23 8 
4 4, 9, 14, 19, 24 12 
5 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 16 
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Processing of the remaining four grain magnifications differed from the zero 
case. The 4 -in. by 5 -in. positive transparency was centered on a Leitz light box. A 
35 -mm Leica camera on a calibrated post was raised until the desired reduction of 
the image of the film positive was reached by measuring the area to which the 
35 -mm film was exposed and relating this area to the size of the 4-in. by 5 -in. 
film positive. The Leica lens was set at f/4.5, and the speed of exposure was 1/60 
sec. Light was transmitted through the 4-in. by 5 -in. positive from the light box. 

By differentially reducing the image of the 4-in. by 5 -in. positive on the 35 -mm 
film, and then making standard, enlarged prints from the 35 -mm film, we ob- 
tained the specified grain magnifications. When, for example, a film -positive area 
was reduced to one quarter its original size and this small area on the 35 -mm 
negative was used to produce an 81 /2 -in. by 11 -in. print, then the grain of the 
original image was magnified four times. The 35 -mm film was Tri -X Pan, 
developed in Microdol X for 9 min. The numbers and time settings for each 
magnification group were as follows: 

Grain magnification 
multiplier 

Leica 
f /number 

11 
11 

Blur (mm) 
0 
1 

Exposure 
time (sec) 

6.6 
6.0 

Film 
number 

6 
7 

4 11 2 5.5 8 
11 3 5.0 9 
11 4 4.5 10 

5.6 0 6 11 
5.6 1 6 12 

8 5.6 2 6 13 
5.6 3 5 14 
5.6 4 5 15 

4.5 0 10 16 
4.5 1 10 17 

12 4.5 2 10 18 
4.5 3 8 19 
4.5 4 8 20 
4.5 0 24 21 
4.5 1 24 22 

16 4.5 2 24 23 
4.5 3 21 24 
4.5 4 21 25 

Final Processing 

Two prints were made from each of the 25 35 -mm negatives. Each print was 
numbered for its blur and grain- magnification values. A complete set of 25 such 
prints contained every factorial combination of rounding, contrast, blur, and grain 
magnification specified for the 500 stimuli. Each quadrigon, with a 11/2-in. by 2 -in. 
surround, was then cut from the processed prints and dry mounted on neutral, 
35% reflectance, 4 -in. by 4 -in. cardboard. (We could not obtain 50% gray card- 
board within a reasonable time.) The two sets of 500 quadrigons were each num- 
bered sequentially, in an order related to the 25 -cell matrix of blur and grain, and 
were boxed in subsets of 100 for presentation to subjects. 
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APPENDIX B. 

OBSERVER INFORMATION 
CERTAINTY -OF- RESPONSE SCALE 

Degrees of Certainty 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

0 
74 

Absolutely certain - 
Pointed 

More than ` fairly certain" - 
Pointed 

Fairly certain - 
Pointed 

More than "just guessing" - 
Pointed 

Just guessing - 
Pointed 

Just guessing - 
Rounded 

More than "just guessing" - 
Rounded 

Fairly certain - 
Rounded 

More than ` fairly certain" - 
Rounded 

Absolutely certain - 
Rounded 



INSTRUCTIONS TO OBSERVERS 
(Presented by tape recorder) 

Accurate detection and recognition of objects on the ground, by means of photo- 
graphs taken from aircraft or spacecraft, is an important problem today. The 
present experiment is a simplified version of this problem. We are going to show 
you, one at a time, several hundred photographs of single objects. Each object 
was different from the others, and we will ask you to make one decision about 
each object. Some of the objects had pointed angles, both interior and exterior, 
and looked like this (demonstrate with pointed model). Some of the objects were 
rounded off at all corners like this (demonstrate with rounded model). Even a 

very slight rounding means the object was not pointed. For each photograph that 
we show you, we want you to tell us how certain you are that the original object 
was a pointed one or not. Many of the photographs will be poor, just as they 
might be in real life. They may be blurred, grainy, low in contrast, and so on, but 
you should pay no attention to this. You should think about the object that was 
photographed, not about the resulting picture. 

To make your replies as rapid and accurate as possible, we ask you to report 
one of the numbers shown on this card (give certainty -of- response card to subject) 
when we show you each photograph. For instance, nine means "I am absolutely 
certain that the photographed object was pointed. It was not rounded." Seven 
means "I am fairly certain that the object was pointed, not rounded." Five means 
"I'm just guessing, but the object might have been a pointed one." And zero 
means "I am absolutely certain that the photographed object was not pointed. It 
was rounded." 

In other words we are asking you to put a numerical value on your own degree 
of certainty that each object was a pointed one or not. Please use the full range 
of certainty numbers if you possibly can. This will produce much better results 
for the experiment as a whole. Do you have any questions before we start? .... 
(Do not tell observers the frequency of pointed objects or the total number of 
objects.) Just give me one number, from nine through zero, that shows how 
certain you are that the original object was pointed or not. 
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APPENDIX C. ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR 

PILOT AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

(Note: In all tables, df = degrees of freedom, MS = mean squares; F = F- ratio. F- ratios are for main 
effects and interactions; significance level P is associated with each F- ratio.) 

Table IV. Analysis of variance for the detectability index dm in the pilot study. 

Source df 
df 

error MS 
MS 

error F P 

Rounding 2 16 1569.234 18.793 83.501 <0.001 
Contrast 4 32 374.076 8.567 43.665 <0.001 
Shape 9 72 196.630 7.195 27.329 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast 8 64 5.008 2.349 2.132 0.05 
Rounding by shape 18 144 16.071 1.224 13.130 <0.001 
Contrast by shape 36 288 36.082 5.344 6.752 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast by shape 72 576 5.297 1.194 4.436 <0.001 

Table V. Analysis of variance for the mean ratings in the pilot study. 

Source df 
df 

error MS 
MS 

error F P 

Rounding 3 18 3958.473 63.274 62.561 <0.001 
Contrast 4 24 23.468 3.355 6.995 <0.001 
Shape 9 54 2.418 2.867 0.843 NS 
Rounding by contrast 12 72 25.865 3.959 6.533 <0.001 
Rounding by shape 27 162 7.964 4.496 1.771 <0.025 
Contrast by shape 36 216 2.877 2.293 1.255 NS 
Rounding by contrast by shape 108 648 3.020 2.290 1.319 <0.05 
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Table VI. Analysis of variance for detectability index dm in the main experiment. 

Source df 
df 

error MS 
MS 

error F P 

Rounding 2 16 408.6409 4.3045 94.933 <0.001 
Contrast 4 32 63.9344 0.5596 114.250 <0.001 
Grain 4 32 82.7273 1.4416 57.386 <0.001 
Blur 4 32 656.0918 3.3820 193.995 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast 8 64 8.1017 0.2214 36.593 <0.001 
Rounding by grain 8 64 7.6489 0.1540 49.668 <0.001 
Contrast by grain 16 128 8.1402 0.5853 13.908 <0.001 
Rounding by blur 8 64 24.8316 0.6975 35.601 <0.001 
Contrast by blur 16 128 6.0378 0.6940 8.700 <0.001 
Grain by blur 16 128 11.5377 0.5940 19.424 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast by grain 32 256 1.3045 0.1319 9.890 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast by blur 32 256 1.4805 0.1579 9.376 <0.001 
Rounding by grain by blur 32 256 0.7076 0.1191 5.941 <0.001 
Contrast by grain by blur 64 512 4.8941 0.5172 9.463 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast by grain by blur 128 1024 1.4554 0.1347 10.805 <0.001 

Table VII. Analysis of variance for mean ratings in the main experiment. 

Source df 
df 

error MS 
MS 

error F P 

Rounding 3 69 7969.938 12.379 643.827 <0.001 
Contrast 4 92 68.985 7.777 8.870 <0.001 
Grain 4 92 275.588 4.051 68.029 <0.001 
Blur 4 92 1738.354 5.935 292.899 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast 12 276 130.481 2.261 57.709 <0.001 
Rounding by grain 12 276 121.510 2.275 53.411 <0.001 
Contrast by grain 16 368 34.295 2.144 15.996 <0.001 
Rounding by blur 12 276 958.805 4.129 232.212 <0.001 
Contrast by blur 16 368 50.584 3.448 14.671 <0.001 
Grain by blur 16 368 26.380 1.831 14.407 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast by grain 48 1104 15.467 1.747 8.853 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast by blur 48 1 104 17.707 1.706 10.379 <0.001 
Rounding by grain by blur 48 1104 21.065 1.882 11.193 <0.001 
Contrast by grain by blur 64 1472 9.901 1.815 5.455 <0.001 
Rounding by contrast by grain by blur 192 4416 14.556 1.727 8.428 <0.001 
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APPENDIX D. CONTINGENCY TABLES 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Unweighted 
P P 

.82 .44 

.18 .56 

.90 .43 

.10 .57 

.89 .42 

.11 .58 

.86 .57 

.14 .43 

.88 .42 

.12 .58 

.67 .23 

.33 .77 

.90 .41 

.10 .59 

.78 .27 

.22 .73 

.92 .51 

.08 .49 

.84 .43 

.16 .57 

.89 .50 

.11 .50 

.93 .45 

.07 .55 

Weighted 
P 7 

.21 .42 

.04 .33 

.23 .32 
.02 .43 

.22 .31 

.03 .44 

.22 .43 

.03 .32 

.22 .31 

.03 .44 

.17 .17 

.08 .58 

.23 .31 

.02 .44 

.20 .20 

.05 .55 

.23 .38 

.02 .37 

.21 .32 

.04 .43 

.22 .37 

.03 .38 

.23 .34 

.02 .41 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Mean 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Unweighted 
P P 

.80 .32 

.20 .68 

.88 .44 

.12 .56 

.92 .37 

.08 .63 

.90 .58 

.10 .42 

.92 .42 

.08 .58 

.66 .22 

.34 .78 

.92 .54 

.08 .46 

.83 .28 

.17 .72 

.86 .54 

.14 .46 

.77 .40 

.23 .60 

.81 .29 

.19 .71 

.91 .48 

.09 .52 

.85 .42 
.15 .58 

Weighted 
P P 

.20 .24 

.05 .51 

.22 .42 

.03 .33 

.23 .28 

.02 .47 

.23 .43 

.02 .32 

.23 .31 

.02 .44 

.16 .17 

.09 .58 

.23 .41 

.02 .34 

.21 .21 

.04 .54 

.22 .41 

.03 .34 

.19 .30 

.06 .45 

.20 .22 

.05 .53 

.23 .36 

.02 .39 

.21 .31 

.04 .44 

The contingency tables indicate individual response percentages from the main experiment. P = 
pointed quadrigons; P = rounded quadrigons; observers 1 -12 are the same people, respectively, as 
observers 13 -24. Percentage contingency tables in column 1 are for unweighted response frequen- 
cies; in column 2 the percentages have been weighted for the 1:3 ratio of pointed and rounded 
quadrigons. 
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APPENDIX E. 

COMPUTER GENERATION OF QUADRIGONS 

The quadrigons used in this study were generated by a program that was written 
for the Hewlett- Packard 9100B calculator -plotter (see p. 85). Data that designate 
which points to connect in each quadrant are entered by hand in the form shown 
in the following tables. Note that the heading and distance entries in column one 
are repeated in column five. 

1 2 3 4 5 

67.5 135 202.5 360 67.5 Heading 
3 3.5 2.5 4 3 Distance 
0 .80 .40 .60 .20 Angularity 

67.5 180 202.5 315 67.5 Heading 
2.5 4 3 3.5 2.5 Distance 
0 .80 .60 .40 .20 Angularity 

67.5 112.5 270 315 67.5 Heading 
4 3 3.5 2.5 4 Distance 
0 .40 . .80 .20 .60 Angularity 

To enter data perform the following sequence: 

1. Set switch on machine to degrees. 
2. Center ink pen of plotter manually. 
3. Put program into machine. (For best results use blue or black ink.) 
4. Enter manually: 

GO TO 
0 
0 
CONTINUE 
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5. Enter data into machine by columns; e.g., enter in sequence: 
Heading i 
T 

Distance i 
T 

Angularity i 
CONTINUE 

after each CONTINUE enter the next column. 
6. When quadrigon is complete (all columns have been entered) enter: 

STOP 
GO TO 
0 
0 

CONTINUE 
and repeat steps four through six for each succeeding quadrigon. 

Program for Generating Quadrigons on Hewlett- Packard 9100B 

Col. Col. Col. Col. 
no. no. no. no. 

00 2 lb y -> 38 b 55 TO RECT 
1 5 l c b 39 x 56 FMT 
2 0 Id c 3a e 57 4, 

3 0 20 T 3b T 58 RETURN 
4 T 21 e 3c c 59 END 
5 0 22 - 3d + 
6 FMT 23 T 40 2 
7 J. 24 4, 41 - 
8 FMT 25 2 42 4, 

9 T 26 - 43 x « y 
a CLEAR 27 y 44 GO TO 
b STOP 28 sin x 45 SUB 
c ROLL J. 29 ROLL 4. 46 4 
d x -> 2a sin x 47 d 

10 d 2b ROLL T 48 RCL 
11 y -> 2c - 49 ACC- 
12 c 2d f 4a GO TO 
13 GO TO 30 x 4b 0 
14 SUB 31 d 4c d 
15 4 32 x 4d T 

16 d 33 T 50 5 

17 STOP 34 f 51 0 
18 ROLL y 35 + 52 0 
19 ACC + 36 4, 53 x 
I a y 37 _ 54 J. 
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APPENDIX F. COMPUTER PROGRAM 

FOR TSD STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

-G. W. Seeley 

This program is for the CDC 6400 computer and includes formulas developed by 
G. R. Grice of the University of New Mexico, modified to fit our experimental 
conditions. 

The program generates mean correct responses for each observer relative to the 
signal and noise conditions of the stimuli. It also generates tables of frequency, 
cumulative frequency, cumulative probability, normalized cumulative probability, 
d', ds, and dm and prints and punches the resulting di values, which are then used 
in a Type I analysis of variance. 

Responses from every observer must be entered in a standard, specified se- 
quence based on the factorial design of the experiment. 

The program can accept up to four factorial variables (L1, L2, L3, L4) and 
requires more than 60K core locations. L1 is always the number of signal -plus- 
noise and noise variables; L2, L3, and L4 are other factorial variables in the 
experimental design. All values of L1 through L4 must be greater than zero for 
the program to work. It will also accept up to 500 responses from each of 12 
observers without changes in the dimension statements. 

In generating cumulative frequencies for the TSD calculations, this program 
adds from the highest response -scale number to the lowest; frequency tables must 
be accumulated for TSD from responses associated with signal plus noise to those 
associated with noise. On our scale zero was associated with high certainty that 
the stimulus was rounded and nine with certainty that it was pointed. The po- 
larity of this scale is arbitrary, but if it is reversed, the program must be modified 
(lines 85 to 90). Also lines 79 to 84 and 166 to 179 may be removed because 
they are no longer necessary, and the card "call two" should then be added after 
line 96; this generates collapsed cumulative frequency matrices for all factorial 
variables. 

The sequence of data header cards is as follows: 
1. (IK) The first data card sets the number of data groups to be analyzed. Use 

I5 format. 
2. This is the first card for each data group. It is an identification title card for 

its own group. Use blanks 2 through 80. 
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3. The second card of each data group requires 8I5 format. It defines for the 
program: 

a. (JJJ) The number of observers in that data group. 
b. (L) The number of responses each subject made. 
c. (JJ) The number of available choices in the rating scale. 
d. (IJM) The total number of factorial variables in the stimuli ( >l). 
e. (LI) The total number of signal- plus -noise and noise conditions in the 

study ( >2). 
f. (L2 -L4) The number of levels for each factorial variable. Order these by 

letting Ll = the most rapidly incrementing variable, L2 = the next most 
rapid, etc. ( >1). 

C 

PROGRAM TSDXX( INPUT. OUTPUT. TAPE2= INPUT.TAPE3=OUTPUT.PUNCH.TAPE1) 

DIMENSION ID(500), A(500), 81(375,10). C(80) 
DIMENSION DPRIM(375). Z2(500.10), 82(10.375) 

A 

A 

A 

A 

1 

2 

8 

9 

COMMON JJJ.LI.L2.L3,L4,IJM A 10 

COMMON L.JJ.R( 500, 10).8(100.10).PCOR(60).RCOR(60) A 11 

REAL ID A 12 
C A 13 
C A 31 

READ 59. IK A 32 
DO 43 IKL =1,IK A 33 
READ 50. (C(I).1 =1.80) A 34 
READ 59. JJJ,L.JJ,IJM,L1,L2,L3.L4 A 35 
KM= L -L /L1 A 36 
PUNCH 53 A 37 
P =L /L1 A 38 
O =KM A 39 
RN =JJJ A 40 
DO 1 J =1,JJJ A 41 
PCOR(J)=0. A 42 

1 RCOR(J) =0. A 43 
DO 3 J =1.L A 44 
A(J) =0. A 45 
DO 2 K =1.JJ A 46 

2 R(J,K) =0. A 47 
3 CONTINUE A 48 

DO 10 II =1.JJJ A 49 
READ 44, (I0(J).J =1.L) A 50 

DO 4 M =1.L A 51 
LLL =í0(M) A 52 
R(M.LLL +1)= R(M.LLL +1) +1. A 53 

4 CONTINUE A 54 
DO 9 J =1.L1 A 55 
DO 9 I= J.L.L1 A 56 
LA= ID(I) +1. A 57 

C A 58 
C FINDS THE NUMBER CORRECT 

IF (J -1) 6.6,5 A 60 
5 GO TO (8.8.8.8.80,9.90.9), LA A 61 

6 GO TO (9.909,9,9,7.7.7.7.7). LA A 62 
7 PCOR(II)= PCOR(II) +(1. /P) A 63 

GO TO 9 A 64 
8 RCOR(II)= RCOR(II) +(1. /0) A 65 
9 CONTINUE A 66 
10 CONTINUE A 67 

CALL MEAN A 68 
PRINT 52 A 69 
PRINT 47 A 70 

C A 71 

C THIS PRINTS OUT WHICH GROUP IS BEING ANALYZED. 
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PRINT 50. (C(I),I =1,80) A 73 
C A 74 
C PRINTS FREQUENCY TABLES A 75 

PRINT 45 A 76 
CALL ONE A 77 
CALL TWO A 78 
DO 11 I =1.L A 79 
DO 11 J=1.JJ A 80 

11 Z2(I,J)= R(I,J) A 81 
DO 12 I =1.L A 82 
DO 12 J =2.JJ A 83 

12 Z2(I,J)= Z2(I,J).Z21I,J -1) A 84 
C CALCULATES TSO CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY TABLES. 

DO 14 N =1,L A B5 
II =JJ A 86 

13 1I =II -1 A 87 
R(N,II)= R(N.II.1).R(N,II) A 88 
IF (II -1) 14.14.13 A 89 

14 CONTINUE A 90 
PRINT 52 A 91 
PRINT 50, (C(I),I =1,80) A 92 

C A 93 
C PRINTS CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY TABLES A 94 

PRINT 51 A 95 
CALL ONE A 96 
DO 16 1 =1,L A 97 
DO 16 J =1,JJ A 98 

C A 99 
C CALCULATES CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY A 100 

IF (R(I,J) -0.) 15.16,15 A 101 
15 R(I.J)= R(I.J) /RN A 102 
16 CONTINUE A 103 

PRINT 52 A 104 
PRINT 50, (C(I),I =1,80) A 105 

C A 106 
C PRINTS CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY TABLES A 107 

PRINT 48 A 108 
CALL ONE A 109 

C A 110 
C CALCULATES Z SCORES FOR CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY A 111 

00 23 KK =1.L A 112 
DO 23 LL =1.JJ A 113 
IF (R(KK,LL) -1.) 17.18,18 A 114 

17 IF (R(KK,LL)) 19,19,20 A 115 
18 R(KK,LL)= R(KK.LL) -.0062 A 116 

IF (R(KK.LL) -1.) 20.18,18 A 117 
19 R(KK.LL) =R(KK.LL)..0062 A 118 

IF (R(KK.LL)) 19,19,20 A 119 
20 IF (R(KK.LL) -.5) 21..21.22 A 120 
21 R(KK,LL) =1.- R(KK,LL) A 121 

T =SORT(- 2. *ALOG(1.- R(KK,LL))) A 122 
R(KK,LL) =- (T ((2. 30753. 27061sT )/(1..99229 *T.04481 *(T * *21))) A 123 
GO TO 23 A 124 

22 T= SORT(- 2.*4LOG(1.- R(KKrLL))) A 125 
R(KK.LL)= T- ((2.30753.27061 *T )/(1..99229 *T.04481 *(T **2))) A 126 

23 CONTINUE A 127 
PRINT 52 A 128 
PRINT 50. (C(I),I =1,80) A 129 

C A 130 
C PRINTS Z SCORE TABLES A 131 

PRINT 49 A 132 
CALL ONE A 133 
RJ =JJ -1 A 134 

C A 135 
C CALCULATES MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR Z SCORES A 136 

DO 26 MM =1,L A 137 
ID(MM)=0. A 138 
DO 24 NN =2.JJ A 139 
I0(MM)= I0(MM).R(MM.NN) /RJ A 140 

24 CONTINUE A 141 
DO 25 IJ =2,JJ A 142 
A( MM )= A(MM).((R(MM,IJ)- ID(MM))492) A 143 

25 CONTINUE A 144 
A(MM)= SORT(A(MM) /(RJ-1)) A 145 



26 CONTINUE A 146 
JI =O A 147 
JK =2 A 148 
JL =L1 A 149 
DO 32 JM =1,L,L1 A 150 
DO 31 JN =JK,JL A 151 
JI =JI1 A 152 

C A 153 
C CALCULATES D PRIME A 154 

IF (A(JMI.EQ.O..OR.A(JN).E0.0.) 27.28 A 155 
27 T =0. A 156 

GO TO 29 A 157 
2B T =A(JM) /A(JN) A 158 
29 DPRIM(JI)= ID(JM)- (TID(JN)) A 159 

DO 30 KI =1 +JJ A 160 
30 B1(JI.KIi= H(JM.KI)- R(JN,KI) A 161 
31 CONTINUE A 162 

JL =JL *LI A 163 
JK =JK +L1 A 164 

32 CONTINUE A 165 
C A 166 
C PRINTS TRADITIONAL CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY TABLES WITH COLLAPSINGS A 167 
C FOR THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES INHERENT IN THE STIMULI. A 168 
C A 169 

DO 33 I =1.L A 170 
DO 33 J =1,JJ A 171 

33 RII,J) =Z2(I,J) A 172 
PRINT 52 A 173 
PRINT 50, (C(I1,I =1.80) A 174 
PRINT 54 A 175 
CALL ONE A 176 
CALL TWO A 177 

C A 178 
C PRINTS D PRIME TABLES A 179 

PRINT 52 A 180 
PRINT 50, (C(I),I =1.80) A 181 

PRINT 56 A 182 
CALL THREE (OPRIM) A 183 
JI =0 A 184 
JK =2 A 185 
JL =L1 A 186 
DO 38 JM =1,L.L1 A 187 
DO 37 JN =JK.JL A 188 
JI =JI1 A 189 

C A 190 
C CALCULATES DS A 191 

IF (A(JN).EQ.0..OR.A(JN).EO.0.) 34935 A 192 
34 T =0. A 193 

GO TO 36 A 194 
35 T =A(JM) /A(JN) A 195 
36 OPRIM(JI) =(2.DPRIM(JI)) /(1.T) A 196 
37 CONTINUE A 197 

JL =JL +L1 A 198 
38 JK =JK L1 A 199 
C A 200 
C PRINTS OS TABLES A 201 

PRINT 52 A 202 
PRINT 50. (C(I),I =1.801 A 203 
PRINT 57 A 204 
CALL THREE (OPRIM) A 205 
JI =0 A 206 
JK =2 A 207 
JL =L1 A 208 
00 40 JM =1,L,L1 A 209 
DO 39 JN =JK,JL A 210 
JI =JI1 A 211 

C A 212 
C CALCULATES 0M A 213 
39 DPRIM(JI)=1D(JM)-ID(JN) A 214 

JL =JLL1 A 215 
40 JK =JK +L1 A 216 
C A 217 
C PRINTS DM TABLES A 218 

PRINT 52 A 219 
PRINT 50, (C(I),I =1.80) A 220 
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41 

C 

PRINT 58 
CALL THREE (DPRIM) 
DO 41 I =1,KM 
DO 41 M =1,JJ 
B2(M,1) =81(I,M) 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 

C PRINTS AND PUNCHES DIS FOR USE IN ANOVA A 227 
PRINT 52 A 228 
PRINT 50, (C(I),I =1,80) A 229 
PRINT 46 A 230 
DO 42 I =2,JJ A 231 
PRINT 55, (132(I,M),M =1,KM) A 232 
PRINT 47 A 233 
PUNCH 55, (B2(I,M),M =1,KM) A 234 

42 CONTINUE A 235 
43 CONTINUE A 236 

STOP A 237 
C A 238 
44 FORMAT (40F2.0) A 239 
45 FORMAT (30)(, *FREQUENCY TABLES*, /) 
46 FORMAT (30)(, +DATA TO BE ANALYZED BY ANOVA *, /) 

47 FORMAT (/) A 242 
48 FORMAT (30x, +CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY TABLES *, /) 
49 FORMAT (30X, *Z SCORE TABLES.,/) 

SO FORMAT (80R1) A 245 
51 FORMAT (30x, *CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY TABLES *, /) 

52 FORMAT (1H1) A 247 
53 FORMAT ( ) A 248 
54 FORMAT (20X, *TRADITIONAL CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY TABLES , /) 

55 FORMAT (10F8.4) A 250 
56 FORMAT (30X, *D PRIME TABLES , /) 
57 FORMAT (30X. *OS TABLES *, /) 
58 FORMAT (30)(, *OM TABLES +, /) 

59 FORMAT (10I5) A 254 
END A 255 - 
SUBROUTINE ONE B 1 

C B 2 
C 
C 

THIS ROUTINE PRINTS OUT FREQUENCY, CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY, 
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY, AND Z SCORE TABLES CALCULATED IN 

C MAIN PROGRAM. 
C B 5 

COMMON JJJ,L1,L21L3,L4.IJM B 6 

COMMON L, JJ.R(500,10),B(100,10),PCOR(60) B 7 
DO 2 1= 1,L,L1 B 8 

LL= I(L1 1) 8 9 

J1 = -1 B 10 
DO 1 J =1.JJ B 11 

J1 =J1.1 8 12 
PRINT 3, J1,(R(K,J),K =I,LL) B 13 

1 CONTINUE B 14 
PRINT 4 B 15 

2 CONTINUE B 16 
PRINT 4 B 17 
PRINT 4 B 18 
RETURN B 19 

C B 20 
3 FORMAT (3)(,14,1X,11F11.5) B 21 
4 FORMAT (/) B 22 

END 8 23- 
SUBROUTINE TWO C 1 

C C 2 
C THIS ROUTINE COLLAPSES ANO PRINTS FREQUENCY TABLES ANO 
C TRADITIONAL CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY TABLES BY THE MAIN 
C SIGNAL /NOISE VARIABLE (L1) AND, IN ORDER, EACH OF THE 
C SURSF(UFNT VARIAALFS IN THE EXPERIMENT. 
C C 5 

COMMON JJJ.LI,L2,L3,L4,IJM C 6 

COMMON L, JJ,R(500,10),B(100,10),PCOR(60) C 7 

00 20 K =1,IJM C 8 

DO 1 I =1,100 C 9 

DO 1 J =1,JJ C 10 
1 8(I.J) =0. C 11 

PRINT 24 C 12 
PRINT 21, K C 13 



PRINT 23 
IF (K-2) 3.4.2 

C 

C 
14 
15 

2 IF (K-4) 5,6,6 C 16 
3 MM=L1 C 17 

GO TO 7 C 18 
4 MM=L1pL2 C 19 

GO TO 7 C 20 
5 MN=L1eL2dL4 C 21 

MM=L1"L3 C 22 
M=1+LI C 23 
N=MM C 24 
GO TO 9 C 25 

6 M=1 C 26 
MN=L1pL2pL3 C 27 
HM=L1*L4 C 28 
N=MN C 29 
GO TO 14 C 30 

7 DO 8 I=1,MM C 31 
DU 8 J=I,L.HM C 32 
DO 8 KK=1,JJ C 33 

8 B(I.KK)=B(I.KK)+R(J,KK1 C 34 
GO TO 17 C 35 

9 DO 10 J=1+MN C 36 
DO 10 I=J,L,MN C 37 
DO 10 KK=1.JJ C 38 

10 (3(J.KK)=B(J.KK).R(I,KK) C 39 
DO 13 I=1,MM.L1 C 40 
DO 12 JK=1.L1 C 41 
DO 11 J=M,N.L1 C 42 
DO 11 KK=1,JJ C 43 
IK=JK-1 C 44 

11 B(1+IK,KK)=B(I.IK.KK).B(J,KK1 C 45 
H=M+1 C 46 

12 CONTINUE C 47 
H=M-L1MM C 48 
N=N+MM C 49 

13 CONTINUE C 50 
GO TO 17 C 51 

14 DO 16 I=1,MM,L1 C 52 
00 15 J=M,N,L1 C 53 
DO 15 KK=1,JJ C 54 
DO 15 LMN=1,L1 C 55 
IK=LMN-1 C 56 

15 B(I+IK,K()=8(I+IK.KK)R(J+IK,KK1 C 57 
M=M+MN C 58 
N=N+MN C 59 

16 CONTINUE C 60 
17 DO 19 I=1.MM.L1 C 61 

J=I.(L1-1) C 62 
J1=-1 C 63 
DO 18 KK=1,JJ C 64 
J1=J1+1 C 65 

18 PRINT 22, J1,(B(M,KK),M=I,J) C 66 
PRINT 23 C 67 

19 CONTINUE C 68 
PRINT 23 C 69 
PRINT 23 C 70 

20 CONTINUE C 71 
RETURN C 72 

C C 73 
21 FORMAT (18X,9MATRIX REPRESENTING INTERACTION OF VARIABLE(S) 1 AND* 

1.I2.1) 
22 FORMAT (3)(+I4.1X,11F11.S1 C 75 
23 FORMAT (/) C 76 
24 FORMAT (1H11 C 77 

END C 78- 
SUBROUTINE THREE (A11 D 1 

C D 2 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS TABLES FOR D PRIME, DS, AND DM. D 3 

DIMENSION A1(375) D 4 
COMMON JJJ,L1,L2,L3.L4,IJM D 5 
COMMON L.JJ,R(500.10),B(100.10).PCOR(60) D 6 
IKN=L1-1 D 7 
KM=L-L/L1 D 8 
DO 1 I=1.KM,IKN 0 9 
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PRINT 3 

LL= I +(IKN -1{ 
0 
0 

10 
11 

1 PRINT 2, (Al(J),J =IsLL) 0 12 
PRINT 3 0 13 
PRINT 3 D 14 
RETURN D 15 

C D 16 
2 FORMAT (8X,11F11.5) D 17 
3 FORMAT (/) D 18 

END D 19- 
SUBROUTINE MEAN E 1 

C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES AND PRINTS SUBJECT MEANS FOR 
C SIGNAL AND NOISE CONDITIONS SEPARATELY, GRAND MEANS 
C COMBINED ACROSS ALL SUBJECTS AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION 
C FOR THE GRANO MEANS. 

COMMON JJJ,LI,L2,L3,L4,IJM E S 
COMMON L,JJ,R( 500, 10).B(100,10),PCOR(60),RCOR(60) E 6 
RN =JJJ E 7 
PSD =O. E 8 
RSO =PSO E 9 
PCTOT =PSD E 10 
RCTOT =PSD E 11 
00 1 J =1,JJJ E 12 
PCTOT =PCTOT.PCOR(J) /RN E 13 

1 RCTOT= RCTOTRCOR(J) /RN E 14 
DO 2 J =1,JJJ E 15 
PSD =PSD +((PCOR(J) -PCTOT) *(PCOR(J) PCTOT)) /RN E 16 

2 RSD =RSD +((RCOR(J) -RCTOT) *(RCOR(J) RCTOT)) /RN E 17 
PSO= SORT(PSD) E 18 
RSD= SQRT(RSD) E 19 
PRINT 7 E 20 
PRINT S E 21 
DO 3 J =1,JJJ E 22 
PRINT 11 E 23 
PRINT 9, J,PCOR(J) E 24 
PRINT 10 E 25 
PRINT 9, J,RCOR(J) E 26 

3 PRINT 4 E 27 
PRINT 6 E 28 
PRINT 11 E 29 
PRINT 9, JJJ.PCTOT E 30 
PRINT 10 E 31 
PRINT 9. JJJ.RCTOT E 32 
PRINT 4 E 33 
PRINT 8 E 34 
PRINT 11 E 35 
PRINT 9, JJJ.PSO E 36 
PRINT 10 E 37 
PRINT 9. JJJ,RSD E 38 
RETURN E 39 

C E 40 
4 FORMAT (/) E 41 
5 FORMAT (30X. *SUBJECT MEANS *, /) 
6 FORMAT (30x0*GRAND MEANS *s /) 

7 FORMAT (1H1) E 44 
8 FORMAT (30X. *STANDARO DEVIATIONS *, /) 

9 FORMAT (30X.13.F14.5) E 46 
10 FORMAT (30X. *NOISE *) E 47 
11 FORMAT (30X. *SIGNAL *) E 48 

END E 49- 
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